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Club News and Views
Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
this time round in Neville‟s „President‟s
Patter‟ and Chris‟s „Chairman‟s Chat‟. For
indeed they were there as well. Indeed we
have Neville asking the question, “Will
there be another FSDXA DXpedition?”…
only to answer it himself with a resounding,
“You bet there will!” I‟d be very surprised if
it were any different.

If you were expecting to find something in
this Digest on the mammoth and highly
successful T32C DXpedition to Christmas
Island, then you won‟t be disappointed.
Indeed this equally mammoth and rather
special 64-page Digest is designed to
celebrate it all. Which is why, somewhat
unusually, that it‟s also about a month late.
After all, if we‟d stuck to the usual deadline
then you would have had to wait until
January 2012 for those in-depth reports on
this record-breaking DXpedition - and you
wouldn‟t have wanted that, would you?

Another Brit who gets around a bit is Steve,
9M6DXX. He was at 4W6A in Timor-Leste
on the island of Atauro - a name which
means „goat‟ in the local language. At least
it does according to Wikipedia, so it must be
true. Anyway, as of page 37 you can read all
about the pile-ups from down there, all Diligently handled by Steve and his friends.
Dili, the capital of Timor-Leste, of course,
so I suppose that‟s hardly surprising.

Yes, T32C permeates the very fabric of this
Digest. This includes a report by Don,
G3XTT, entitled „Christmas Comes Early‟,
as indeed it did for 19 of those intrepid souls
who flew the 1,329 miles due south from
HNL, Honolulu, to CXI to be part of it all.
You‟ll find their personal reminiscences on
pages 21 -36, albeit not in callsign order as
on the „Contents‟ page, but in the order in
which I received them. Hopefully next time
round we‟ll have some more contributions
from the other members of the team.

Which takes us on to Benin, TY-land. So far
- together with the likes of North Korea and
Somalia - Benin has never featured in my
Top Ten list of „must see‟ countries to visit.
Although of course from a radio point of
view these things take on a slightly different
complexion. Read Antonello/IT9YVO‟s
piece on the delights of signing TY1KS,
starting on page 42.

We also gather that in between shifts some
of the T32C team gained considerable
pleasure from an activity which bears a
striking resemblance to amateur radio:
fishing. Both N6HC and GU4YOX enthuse
about „Kiritimati, a fisherman‟s paradise‟.
Although in the case of the ones they didn‟t
put back, it‟s unlikely that the fish
themselves felt quite so happy about it.
Anyway, tuna, barracuda... you name it. At
some later date a bearded GØOPB also
promises to „tell all about the two big ones
that got away, and the one we caught twice.‟

But it is to Christmas that we return - and
„XMAS 1‟ the car registration of Christmas
Island‟s President (and also, of course,
Santa Claus…). Anyway, here‟s wishing
you all a very happy „XMAS 11‟ and a
healthy and prosperous New Year. As
always, go easy on the Christmas pud and
the turkey leftovers. We‟ll have another
Digest ready for you to… well, digest in
January, after it‟s all over for another year.

Nor will you be surprised to hear that
Christmas Island also features prominently

73 Martyn, G3RFX
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

I could fill this whole column with my
experiences from the T32C DXpedition, but
with Neville‟s piece and the various articles
that appear in this bumper edition, I shall
restrict myself. It was a fabulous experience
and the results, considering where we were
a couple of weeks before the off, are quite
remarkable. We were helped by support
from our main sponsors, Yaesu, in
providing alternative hand-carry rigs, the
tremendous energy and innovation from
team members, support from DXers from
around the world and a great team of
operators.

Congratulations to Alan, 5B4AHJ, operating
as 5B5ØJ, who tops the table, Norman,
5B4AIF, in 2nd place and Peter, G3ZSS,
who was third. We changed the rules this
year, but failed to advertise that fact until
the month before the start; clearly not good
practice. As promised, we will seek the
views of members for the 2012 running.
I mentioned the conditions on 10m in the
previous paragraph and it is just great to
hear the band in good shape again. Ten is a
band that remains unused for so many years
of the sunspot cycle and yet when it comes
alive it is truly amazing for world-wide
communications. For someone like me who
enjoys low-signal work it does sometimes
seem too easy – but with such a wide band
and generally good behaviour, I would
recommend that our members who are yet
to get to 200 DXCCs gear up to 10m, and
perhaps 12m, now. The antennas are small
and the ridge of a two-storey house is close
to a wavelength above ground, so a simple
wire dipole will work well. And don‟t forget
to go up to the top of the band and work US
FMers now and then – it will make their
day!

The target for UK uniques was ambitious
and we celebrated when we passed the
1,000 mark. Team room chat always
included discussion on „Gs‟ worked and
CDXC members in the log. Everyone on the
team was, of course, a CDXC member –
even if a couple were coerced to join while
there; we welcome them to the Club.
Operating from the other side of the pile-up
is a fascinating experience. Some new, and
bad, habits were observed. In particular,
stations who called continuously using
break-in and stopped only when they heard
their callsign come back. Taken to the
extreme this would make the pile-up a wall
of continuous RF and benefit no one. For
my part it confirmed the role of the DXpedition operator in maintaining control and
managing the pile-up on his or her terms –
get it right and a lot of problems go away,
get it wrong and chaos is less than 60
seconds away! On that point, I want to say a
special thank you to the US and Asian
stations who consistently stood by to allow
us to work Europe during the openings –
that‟s the real spirit of our hobby.

In early November I attended the annual
RSGB Spectrum Forum as the CDXC
representative. This Forum pulls together
RSGB spectrum managers, relevant
committee chairs and a wide range of
special interest groups (of which CDXC is
one). The papers and minutes are posted on
the RSGB website under „Committees‟.
Well worth a look.
So the clocks have changed, the LF bands
are coming alive, the TV has Christmas ads
and thus I guess it‟s time to wish all
members Seasons Greetings, and as ever,
good DX.

The HF Challenge attracted a good deal of
interest and the result might have been
different had the exceptional 10m
conditions started a bit earlier.

73 Chris, G3SVL
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President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
What a fantastic and indeed challenging
time the past two months have been for me,
every moment of which has been devoted to
the T32C DXpedition. I‟m not going to
cover the whole story here, but will mention
just some of the early highlights and
challenges.

and switched-mode power supplies. Chris
rebuilt the inventory, setting out what we
needed to borrow or buy in the UK, in
Honolulu and on Kiritimati. We identified a
large number of sources, having decided to
use fibreglass poles (as many as we could
find!) with vertical dipoles or ground planes
very close to the sea.

We had a team of 38, having had a couple
of last minute drop-outs. There were 16 of
us there for the whole four-week period, 11
left after two weeks and were replaced by a
further 11. At the start four were not CDXC
members, but they have all agreed to join
the club so T32C was a total CDXC effort.
And a superb team it was – no friction, no
hassle, everyone just got on with the job.

On Friday, 16 September, we told the team
about the container and Plan C and that the
DXpedition was on, regardless. We then
thought we should be able to make at least
100,000 QSOs and perhaps beat our St
Brandon figure of 137,000. There was an
outside chance we could make our
published target of 150,000.

We got the container to Fiji by late April
with a promised shipping date to Kiritimati
(Christmas Island) of early June. I won‟t go
into the reasons for the many delays from
then on. It‟s a long story. Don‟t trust
shippers in the Pacific!

The response from the team and indeed
from the amateur radio community was
tremendous and we had many offers of kit.
Mike, G3SED, of Nevada provided a mass
of low-loss Aircell 7 coax; Martin, G4HKS,
of ML & S offered us some linears. In very
few days we got commitments from
everyone to bring all the kit we needed.

Let‟s jump to Plan C – this was activated on
Wednesday, 14 September, when we heard
from the Permanent Secretary on Kiritimati
that the ocean-going landing craft that was
going to bring our container from Tarawa to
Kiritimati had broken down and was being
taken to Fiji for repairs.

The main team flew out on Sunday, 25
September, just eleven days after we heard
that the container would not reach the
island. Chris did a wonderful job pulling all
this together. I left seven days ahead of the
rest of the group with the advance party –
we had a shopping spree in Waikiki and
then flew to the island to get the Captain
Cook Hotel ready for the influx. That‟s
another story!

I had a short conversation with Chairman
Chris, with whom I had been working
closely on logistics and on the container
shipping. Cancel? No way! Postpone? No
way! We decided to make this happen, even
without the six tonnes of kit in the container
– 16 FT-5000s, miles of coax, 100+ boxes
of parts, Yagis, masts, stakes, two
generators, etc.

There was around one tonne of excess
baggage flying around the world to
Honolulu and then onwards via Air Pacific
to Kiritimati. We made excellent deals with
the airlines to reduce our costs. The rest of
the story is history; the pile-ups were huge
on every mode and band.

A call to Yaesu, our Global Sponsor, on 14
September got us back on track when they
agreed to loan us 10 FT-450D transceivers
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Even when we closed down, with 213,000
QSOs in the log, there were still many
calling. We were pleased to break so many
records, a result beyond our wildest dreams.
We worked nearly 49,000 uniques and gave
many a new one. We also worked over
1,400 different UK stations. One CDXC
member remarked before we went that he
would eat his hat if we worked 1,000 unique
UK stations. I have a suitable straw hat that
I will bring to the next CDXC Dinner!

I am certain these procedures helped to
reduce the frustrations of the Deserving.
Being on the air for four weekends will have
helped too.
Will there be another FSDXA DXpedition?
You bet there will!
I‟ll be writing an article in more detail for
RadCom, so I won‟t duplicate that here.
What we have done is to ask individual
team members to write about their own
experiences for this Digest – their
contributions make interesting reading.

Regarding D-QRM: we detected very little
at our end and we were able to keep up good
rates throughout the DXpedition. The
operators were drilled to:






Now to the QSLing!

identify every one or two QSOs
maintain a rhythm
be persistent in getting calls into the
log
announce
listening
frequencies
regularly
tune slowly up and down these
frequencies

73

_____________________________________________________________________
New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:

Call
5B4AIF
DL7FA
GØWSC
G3KAF
G4STH
G4YLO
G6NHU
G7DMO
GM7VSB
KG4UVU
M6KAH
W3SE/ZL3TE
WF5T

Name

Location

Norman Banks
Anne Faust
Robert Connett
James France
Gerald Timbrell
Hazel Timbrell
Keith Maton
Andrew Belcher
Jason O’Neill
Paul Manno
Kenneth Holloway
Wes Prinz
Paul Rubinfeld

Paphos
Kaiserslautern
Ilminster
Stockport
Shepton Mallet
Shepton Mallet
Frinton-on-Sea
Stourbridge
Ardrossan
Georgia, USA
Sheringham
Auckland, NZ
New Mexico,USA
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Secretary’s Say
Membership Communications

The main vehicles for communicating with
members are the Digest, the Reflector and emails from our membership system, CMIS.
This latter can be used to „bulk‟ e-mail
members according to various criteria.
However, we still have some 10% of our
members for whom this latter option is not
available.

Once you have a password and are able to
log in, there are two other options that you
may wish to use. One is the MEMBERS‟
PAGES and hovering the mouse over this
will reveal lots of other options for you to
explore.
The other one is on the blue box in the
bottom left-hand corner of the home page
and this is VIEW PROFILE.

Why? Because we do not have a valid email address for them. If you think you may
be one of these - you can check by
attempting to register on the website, you
won‟t be able to – then please e-mail
sec@cdxc.org.uk, who will update your
record.

As far as you are concerned this is one of
the most important areas. It is the area
where YOU can make changes to YOUR
PROFILE, your e-mail address and, if you
have just registered and have been given a
password by the system, your password to
one that suits you. Have a look and see what
is in there!

Now that the annual subscriptions are nearly
all renewed and most of your Committee are
back „recovering‟ from the T32 trip, I
thought it might be worthwhile to highlight
some of the things that you, as a member,
can do via the website at www.cdxc.org.uk.

Members often have difficulty in locating
how to renew their subscription via the
website. The thing to remember is that it is
to do with YOUR RECORD, so the place to
look is in VIEW PROFILE on the bottom
right-hand side of the first block down.

There are lots of things that can be viewed
on the website by anyone visiting it, so I
won‟t go into those.

I hope that helps, but if you still need any
more information then just e-mail me at
sec@cdxc.org.uk .

For members wishing to view more than the
basic items, the first and most obvious thing
is to log in - and for that you need a valid email address and password.

73 Tony Bettley, G4LDL, Secretary

So what is a valid e-mail address? It is the
one that we have recorded for you on the
membership database. No other one will do,
so if you change your e-mail address we
have to know or you will not be able to log
in.
All the information that you need to register,
obtain or change a password can be found
on the HELP page, so I do not intend to
repeat them here.
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Minutes of 2011 CDXC AGM
held on 16 July 2011 at 1200
Lower Withers Barns, Middleton on the Hill, Leominster
(QTH of G3NUG)
Members Present (72)
5B4AGX, 5B4AHJ, EI5DI, EI9FBB, G0ECJ, G0FWX, G0OPB, G0VJG, G0WKL, G1FON,
G1VDP, G3BJ, G3KHZ, G3KMA, G3KWK, G3LAS, G3LHJ, G3LLK, G3LQP, G3LZQ,
G3NKC, G3NUG, G3PJT, G3RFX, G3RWF, G3SJH, G3SJJ, G3SJX, G3SVD, G3SVL,
G3TXF, G3UJE, G3UML, G3UNA, G3USR, G3VKW, G3VPW, G3WGN, G3WGV, G3WPH,
G3XTT, G3ZKN, G3ZQH, G4AHK, G4AXX, G4BZP, G4DRS, G4FAD, G4FAL, G4FKA,
G4HZV G4IUF, G4JKS, G4LDL, G4PLY, G4TSH, G4VSS, G4XUM, G8APB, G8MKO,
GM3POI, GW3NWS, GW4BKG, GW4SKA, GW8IQC, M0AFJ, M0DLL, M0GHQ, M0URX,
M0VAA, M0ZAK, MD0CCE.
Welcome
Chris, G3SVL, CDXC Chairman, welcomed everyone to the AGM and said how pleasing it was
to see so many members present.
Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from some 140 members (list on request from the Secretary).
Previous Minutes
The Minutes of the last AGM held on 17 July 2010 were received. It was proposed that these be
accepted - proposed by G4AXX and seconded by G3XTT. Agreed.
Matters arising
There were no matters arising.
Chairman’s Report
Chris, G3SVL, presented his Chairman‟s report. He said that this had been another good year,
with membership numbers holding up and finances remaining strong. The support of DXpeditions remained an important part of the Club‟s activities and the Club had made donations
totalling just over £4,000 to 14 different DXpeditions, IREF and a special donation to the
running costs of Club Log. We continue to be one of the leading and most respected funders of
DXpeditions.
The Committee has continued to develop the CDXC web presence and the Reflector is as lively
as ever. The CMIS system continues to provide benefit to members and the Committee alike.
The Digest was published six times as usual and continues to be one of the most valued assets of
the Club. The LF and HF Challenges were hotly competed this year and the Trophies will be
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presented after the AGM. The Chairman congratulated all of those who had entered and made
dead bands come alive.
On the downside operating standards appear to be falling and there has been a rise in deliberate
QRM (DQRM). These are major concerns to our hobby and CDXC and its members must play
its part in helping to stamp it out.
Chris also recognised G3GIQ, who recently became SK. Henry was a founding member of
CDXC and a true DXer.
The Chairman thanked his Committee for their outstanding contribution to the Club and
particularly paid thanks to two Committee members who are standing down at this AGM.
Nigel, G3TXF, was thanked for his work in assisting the Treasurer and the Secretary in a phased
handover of activities and Michael, G7VJR, was thanked for his work in moving CDXC into the
21st Century with IT and web-based systems that are the envy of DX foundations world-wide.
Both leave tremendous legacies.
Finally, Chris thanked Neville and Trish for allowing us to hold the AGM and Summer Social at
their magnificent QTH.
G3UML asked two questions regarding DXpedition sponsorship. The Treasurer, G3USR,
explained that the odd £s numbers – eg £501 instead of £500 - was due to rounding when
converting a donation into another currency. The Chairman, G3SVL, explained our sponsorship
of the unsuccessful Rockall attempt. The Committee were very aware of its rarity and had
considered the team‟s plans to be credible. This turned out not to be the case, but we took the
position that they had made a valiant attempt and thus paid the sponsorship money.
Chris, G3SVL.
Secretary’s Report
Your Committee has met four times this year, as is usual, and most of the business conducted
will be mentioned in the Chairman‟s and Treasurer‟s reports.
Membership numbers are up slightly during the year from 735 to 745, with 64 new members
joining, but some 44 members leaving or SK.
The Club recognised the following Silent Keys during the year and passes our condolences to
the families of Ken, G3ECS; Frank, G3IFB; George, G3NCH; John, G3YNC; Keith, G4SLE;
Pat, G0SBQ; Norman, G0VYR; Max, G0WFK, and Peter, M0AXD.
Our attendance to fly the CDXC flag at rallies, a useful source of recruitment, has not been as
prolific as we would have hoped. The main functions attended were the National Hamfest at
Newark, the RSGB Convention, the ML & S Open Day - and the April Kempton Park event.
However, the Annual Dinner in March at Wyboston Lakes saw some 50 plus members and
guests enjoy an excellent meal in a new location at the venue and they were entertained by a
superb talk on „Small Expeditions and Crazy Ambitions: DXCC travels‟ by Michael, G7VJR.
Following the event we asked for feedback and there was some debate on the Reflector. These
comments will be considered at the next Committee meeting.
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CMIS, our membership database system, has not yet been entirely tamed, but we are certainly
now exercising more control over what it sends out than last year. It is proving a useful tool and
will become more useful once most of the historical member information has been entered.
One of the main areas where this system is beneficial is the ability to send out e-mails to
members in one block, selecting membership criteria as necessary. Other than the CDXC
Reflector and the Digest this is our main tool of communication.
It is slightly concerning that for some 60 members we have no e-mail address recorded and for
around 70 others e-mails are returned as not deliverable. So 15% of members will not receive
any information via this route.
I would ask, therefore, that you all check your information on the list provided or on your own
record on the CDXC website and encourage other members to do so.
Tony, G4LDL
Treasurers Report
The accounts were published in the July 2011 Digest and the AGM booklet. A few words about
this year's accounts experience:
Nigel, G3TXF, provided support to me as Treasurer until early January 2011, when I took over
in full. Responsibility for preparing the year-end accounts, however, is entirely mine. The
accounts format this year has been revised to make them more contemporary in layout and
language and too make them more transparent, particularly with the addition of some
explanatory notes.
The accounts have been audited by the Honorary Auditor, John Dunnington/G3LZQ, and
certified as being in accordance with the books and records. There are two main accounting
statements: the Income and Expenditure account, which shows an overall excess of income over
expenditure of £ 1,719 – and a Balance Sheet at 31 March 2011 which shows that we have Net
Current Assets of £13,700 at the end of the year together with comprehensive reserves.
Your committee considers that these items provide a quite sufficient working balance and
represent a strong financial position.
Gordon, G3USR
Election of Committee
At this point the entire Committee resigned, as required by the Constitution. The chair was taken
by Don, G3XTT. All of the members offered themselves for re-election with the exception of
Nigel, G3TXF, and Michael, G7VJR, both of whom are standing down. It was proposed by
Hilary, G4JKS, and seconded by Alan, 5B4AHJ, that the remaining Committee be elected en
masse. The 2011-2012 committee is thus:
President
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Digest Editor

G3NUG
G3SVL
G4LDL
G3USR
G3RFX
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Awards Manager
M0ZAK
Reflector Moderator G4AXX
G3SVL re-took the chair for the remainder of the meeting.
Election of Auditor
John, G3LZQ, is unable to stand as Auditor and outlined his reasons why. Chris, G3SVL,
thanked John for all his work on behalf of CDXC. The current treasurer, Gordon/G3USR,
presented John with a bottle of wine in appreciation.
The post of Auditor therefore remains to be filled.
Any Other Business
There being no other business, the meeting closed at 1224 hrs.
Tony Bettley, G4LDL Secretary CDXC
Subsequent to the meeting
The CDXC Trophy presentations were carried out by the Chairman.
The Chairman presented a shrub rose to Trish Cheadle.
CDXC Trophy Presentations
HF Challenge 2010
Band Leaders
10m salver = Gary Clarke / G0FWX
12m salver = Alan Jubb / 5B4AHJ
15m salver = Alan Jubb / 5B4AHJ
Overall Trophies
3rd Place overall = G3PJT / Bob Whelan
2nd Place overall and the CDXC Chairman‟s Cup winner (plus keepsake salver)
G0FWX / Gary Clarke
1st Place overall and the Gary Hinson Trophy winner (plus keepsake salver)
5B4AHJ = Alan Jubb.
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LF Challenge 2010
Band Leaders
40m salver = Bob Barden / MD0CCE
80m salver = Dave Deane / EI9FBB
160m salver = Bob Barden / MD0CCE
Overall Trophies
3rd Place salver - Dave Deane / EI9FBB
2nd Place overall and the Tindle Cup winner (plus keepsake salver)
John Dunnington / G3LZQ
1st Place overall and the Penallt Trophy winner (plus keepsake salver)
Bob Barden / MD0CCE

Words


One tequila, two tequila, three tequila, floor!



The main reason that Santa is so jolly is because he knows where all the bad girls
live.



What if there were no hypothetical questions?



If the police arrest a mime artist, do they tell him he has the right to remain silent?



What was the best thing before sliced bread?



Does the Little Mermaid wear an algebra?



Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?



How is it possible to have a civil war?



If one synchronised swimmer drowns, do the rest drown too?



If you try to fail, and succeed, which have you done?



Whose cruel idea was it for the word ‘lisp’ to have an ‘S’ in it?
[With thanks to G3SXW for sending in this one. Ed.]
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DX an’ all that
Don Field, G3XTT

Well, not much been happening on the
bands recently, so what can I find to
discuss? Or, to put it another way, “Wow!”
Isn‟t it amazing what a few sunspots can do
or, as one correspondent put it, the sun
seems suddenly to have developed a case of
teenage acne. And about time too!

to GU4YOX and G4LDL (both, thankfully,
power engineers) who breathed on the
somewhat decrepit hotel generator and
persuaded it to go the extra mile. Mind you,
we did have to do without the air
conditioning, which would have overloaded
the poor old genny but, hey, QSOs come
first!

If you‟ve been away on Mars, you might
have missed 3D2R, YJØVK, 4W6A,
3XY1D, TLØCW, ZK2V, TU2T, TX7M,
E51NOU, etc. Oh, did I mention T32C?
Otherwise, hopefully you have been filling
the log with new band slots, taking
advantage of the sort of propagation that
would have been a pipe dream earlier in the
year.

What is interesting when you pile up so
many QSOs is that, eventually, you get to
the point where callers are not competing
with each other but simply with
propagation. You then get to see what is
actually possible. Hence Ian/G3KZR, for
example, who worked us on 12 and 17m
with 1W, or Dave/G3YMC, who worked
T32C with his usual 5W and a multiband
vertical. One of my RadCom correspondents
said that he had been working VK regularly
during October, but didn‟t bother to try for
T32 as he didn‟t expect to make it. Those
two statements are contradictory! Anyone
who could work VK could easily have
worked T32, particularly in the last week of
the operation.

It started early in September, in time for the
CDXC HF Challenge (see Peter G3ZSS‟s
report later in this column) and went from
good to better, with just the odd day where
conditions went slightly pear-shaped as new
eruptions took place on ol‟ sol. For those of
you who have not experienced reliable
worldwide propagation on 10 and 12m, it
must have come as something of a shock to
the system!

There are other repercussions from working
right down the pile. My most amusing QSO
was a good old boy in Florida (probably a
retiree). He came back to me on 15 SSB,
gave his name and QTH then “Say, what
was your callsign?” Followed by “T32,
wherever is that?” “So why are you on
Christmas Island, are you a scientist or
something?” “An expedition, what sort of
an expedition?” And so it went on for
several minutes, after which I got a “73 and
God Bless”. Only to be followed, 15
minutes later by “It‟s me again, I‟ve been
listening to you and wanted to say, you are
still a good signal and I wonder if I can get
your QSL card?” It fair pulls at the heart
strings!

Christmas Island
Over the next few months you will be bored
silly with articles and presentations, so I just
want to confine myself to a few personal
reflections. When it became clear that the
container was not going to make it, a certain
amount of despondency set in, but it was
astonishing how the team rallied round with
loan equipment, not to mention Yaesu
stepping into the breach with ten FT-450D
transceivers. It‟s amazing what you can
hand carry nowadays, with lightweight
(relative to previous generations) radios,
linears, antenna poles and even coax. What
can‟t be carried are generators and all credit
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HF Challenge

although some would argue that this detracts
from the idea of using radio at all!).

I mentioned the CDXC HF Challenge
earlier. Here is some good feedback from
Peter, G3ZSS:

Antennas (again)
I thought I would bore you with a revisit on
the subject of antennas, as I have recently
replaced my log periodic with a 3-element
SteppIR, which I used to great effect on
10m in CQ WW Phone (137 DXCC and 39
zones in a very part-time, but Assisted,
effort). I have probably been mentally guilty
of dismissing the SteppIR as being just
another 3-element Yagi, with a somewhat
Heath-Robinson system for changing the
element lengths (although user experience
suggests that, other than the earliest models,
reliability is pretty good). But my
experience in the contest was that it is the
control system that makes the SteppIR
rather more than that. The ability to change
direction by 180° in a moment is extremely
handy if you are chasing Cluster spots, for
example. And I rather got the impression
that, by having five different settings for
10m (by frequency) the performance is
much closer to optimal over the whole band
than with a standard Yagi (which would,
generally, be optimised for the CW or SSB
band segments). With CQ WW Phone
activity occupying 28.200 MHz to
somewhere above 29 MHz I am convinced
this helped. Maybe it was just a
coincidence, but I was having trouble
breaking the pile-up for 3XY1D, who were
high up the band, realised I had the SteppIR
centred on 28.300, changed it to 28.700 and
got through first call!

“I decided to have a go at the CDXC HF
Challenge in September, and was very
surprised at what could be worked in one
month. I managed over 170 DXCC
countries logged on the four bands.
Highlights were the long path to the Pacific
in the mornings on 10m – good to see the
band back in shape. Realising the only way
of trying to catch the 5B4s, I spent the CQ
WW RTTY weekend trawling for the
European bandslots that would otherwise
have gone amiss (not easy working
Europeans when 10m is wide open to DX!).
I spent some time on 6m working a mixture
of Aurora, Sporadic E, Auroral E and MS,
but unfortunately we never had any TEP
into the UK so could not quite win the 6m
section (winner = 5B4AIF)! Well done to
Alan, 5B5ØJ, on being the overall winner. It
was good fun, and I hope to have another go
next year.”
I know there was some controversy over the
rules this year but, as Peter‟s report shows,
that didn‟t prevent it being great fun.
Obviously it helped that the Challenge was
supported on Club Log, so participants
could see how others were doing. And,
talking of Club Log, it is great that so many
of the recent DXpeditions I have mentioned
are uploading to that excellent facility. The
propagation charts, based on actual log data,
are invaluable. Chris/GM3WOJ has, as
many of you will be aware, taken this to its
logical conclusion, by having a real time
feed to Club Log so that QSOs appear
within moments. This does, of course,
require a good always-on Internet
connection, which not every DXpedition has
(T32C was the first FSDXA expedition to
enjoy a half-decent Internet connection, and
it made quite a difference, especially for the
LF and 6m efforts, where real-time
feedback can be particularly helpful,

Datamodes
T32C set a new expedition record for RTTY
QSOs, beating by a significant margin the
record set just this past summer by STØR.
Even so, we got nowhere near meeting the
demand for that mode, which continues to
grow. It seems that RTTY DXers want a
datamodes contact on every band. Maybe
it‟s the league tables on Club Log that
encourage this, or maybe it‟s just that DXers
will chase DX whenever, wherever.
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Working RTTY pile-ups is a challenge for a
DXpedition. The typical waterfall display
generally fills up with a mass of colour –
trying to pick out a single two-tone signal is
often well-nigh impossible. At T32C
Gerard, F2JD, encouraged us to supplement
the MMTTY decoder within StarLog with a
second, MMVARI decoder open in a
separate window. This way there was a
greater chance of managing to decode
something, and it certainly helped to
improve QSO rates. I guess there would
have been nothing to stop us opening
several windows, each looking at a different
frequency within the receiver passband, and
working whichever station decoded first.
Some software will do multiple decodes in a
single window, but I am unclear how well it
would work under these pile-up conditions.
Anyway, I don‟t want to trespass too much
on the RTTY column‟s territory, but there
are lessons here for those chasing an RTTY
contact with a DXpedition which, generally,
is to try and steer clear of other callers and
hope that your signal will pop out and get a
clear decode. Tail-ending is generally NOT
a good idea!

DX station is running low power, the spotter
is running a KW, so probably not surprising
that he gets through quickly. Conversely,
“deaf”
could
mean
the
opposite
(DXpedition running QRO, why the xxxx
can‟t he hear my QRP?) or could mean that
the poor DXpedition has a high noise level
(not uncommon in tropical locations, for
example). As for “When 12m?”, “When
RTTY?” etc. I have never understood the
point. The DXpedition probably isn‟t
watching the Cluster and, in any case, is
presumably occupied giving out QSOs to
those who need them on whatever
band/mode they are on. And for some
reason those spots usually seem to be placed
about 5 minutes after the expedition has just
QSYed from 12m, RTTY, or whatever it
happens to be. I wonder whether readers
have suitable translations of other Cluster
comments?
73 Don, G3XTT

What do these remarks mean?
Finally, I wonder whether you ever think
about the remarks people put on the Cluster
(the printable ones, that is). “Good ears” for
example. Presumably this means that the
_____________________________________________________________________
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Christmas Comes Early
Don Field, G3XTT
(Or how a dedicated bunch of T32C team members turned
a potential disaster into a record-breaking DXpedition)

You have all, over the years, been treated to
FSDXA presentations covering the detailed
planning, project management and general
attention to detail that makes FSDXA
operations such a success. Well, the story
this time is a little different and perhaps all
the more interesting as a consequence.

of the 3D2R team were on the aircraft, en
route home from Fiji via Hawaii).
As for getting our heavy equipment by sea
to Christmas Island, Fiji is on the main
shipping lanes and the recce team were
assured that onward transportation to
Christmas was not a problem, albeit
sporadic (when the ship was fully laden),
but at least every three months as the islands
needed to be re-supplied with food, fuel, etc.
So as long as we shipped everything in good
time, no worries!

Yes, we did all the usual preparation.
Christmas Island had been in our sights for
many years – we had looked at it as a
potential destination on previous occasions,
as many of us were keen to try a Pacific
DXpedition and show that it really is
possible to work Europe effectively from
there (which many Pacific DXpeditions
singularly fail to do). For a number of
reasons, though, we stuck to the Indian
Ocean, but this time the consensus was to
give it a whirl, albeit waiting four years
rather than our usual three, in the hope that
solar activity would be on the ascendant by
that time (we were carefully noting all the
prognoses, both good and bad). Thus it was
that Don, G3BJ, and Neville, G3NUG,
headed off for the usual site survey, a key
element of our preparation and one which
has paid dividends in the past.

So planning got under way. Our global
sponsors, Yaesu, once again came on board
with the loan of 16 FT-5000 transceivers
and the same number of linear amplifiers.
We were, after all, determined to exploit
every possible band opening, especially to
Europe, with multiple stations on several
bands. This also necessitated lots of
antennas (more about these later), coax,
filters and, key to everything, plenty of
power – two heavy-duty 240V generators
which would power the radios and linears.
We would also, we calculated, need 30
people on the island throughout, in order to
man all the possible openings. This meant
about 40 team members in total, assuming
some would come for just half the planned
four-week operating period. The duration,
number of stations, etc. were calculated to
produce record-breaking QSO totals, not
just to have big numbers for the sake of it,
but in order to be able to work the US and
Japanese pile-ups down sufficiently to give
even the weakest European stations a
fighting chance, and also to be able to man
the slower slots, ie LF plus datamodes,
which deserve just as much attention

The omens were good. The Captain Cook
Hotel
(the only half-decent
such
establishment on the island) looked perfect
as an operating location, albeit with limited
power (and 110V, at that). Licensing was a
non-issue. Air travel was eminently feasible,
a turboprop at the time of the recce trip, but
a jet promised by the time we planned to
mount the expedition proper (this now flies
weekly between Fiji and Hawaii, so it is
possible to reach T32 either way round –
indeed, on our return trip (those of us who
came back after two weeks) two members
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(perhaps even more) compared with the rate
opportunities.

Within the planning team a certain amount
of despondency set in. Could we
reschedule? Not really – the Captain Cook
hotel had bookings at other times, and in
any case team members had booked leave
and paid for non-refundable (in most cases)
flights. Frantic discussions took place within
the planning team and with our sponsors but
not, until we had the makings of a plan, with
the team at large.

Disaster Strikes
Everything went swimmingly, the container
loaded and transported as scheduled to Fiji.
Work continued back at base, with ongoing
development of the IT systems (logging,
networking, etc. – we planned to ship the
laptops by air so that they could be bought
late in the day, largely for cash flow
reasons). Pre-expedition articles and press
releases went ahead, the website was up and
running, and fund raising got under way –
as usual, team members were expected to
cover air fares, accommodation, etc. as well
as a contribution towards „expedition costs‟
(equipment purchase, container shipping,
etc.).

We love it when a plan comes
together
The first good news was that Yaesu
promised us the loan of ten FT-450D
transceivers, along with switched mode
PSUs. Clearly these were not going to be on
a par with their much heavier (and much
more expensive) big brother, but they ought
to be more than adequate in the hands of
experienced
expedition
and
contest
operators (which many of the team members
were). (As it happens, the recent RadCom
FT-450D review shows how far lightweight,
low-cost transceivers have come in recent
years compared with many of their
forebears). But within the planning team we
could only locate one lightweight (relatively
speaking) linear, and a handful of antenna
poles. What we hadn‟t anticipated, but
which was a wonderful surprise, was the
way in which team members rallied round
once we made them aware of the difficulties
and the decision, nevertheless, to go ahead.
Out of the woodwork came pretty much
everything we needed and in very short
order. Indeed the help went beyond the team
itself, with other individuals and at least two
other expedition groups offering loan
equipment, one from France (which we
eventually had to decline, for logistical
reasons) and one whose equipment was
stored in Hawaii from previous Pacific trips
and which we gratefully accepted – exactly
where we needed it, for onward transport to
T32. There really are some great folk in the
DXing world, despite all the negativity we
hear and see on reflectors and the Cluster
from time to time.

Then, with just a few weeks to go, and
despite promises from our agent in Fiji, it
became clear that we had a problem, the full
extent of which only became apparent when
a helpful Fijian amateur went to the
shipping agent and extracted the real story,
rather than the half-truths we were being
told. It was clear that no ship was likely to
go in our time frame; indeed such was the
extent of the problem that the Kiribati
government had to find something like
$60K to charter an aircraft to fly food into
the islands, as supplies were running short.
In comparison, our own problems were
relatively minor.
Thus evolved Plan B, which was to cover
the expected shortfall between the arrival of
the first team members and the (still
expected) late arrival of the container. Let‟s
take some hand-carried radios and antennas,
we thought, and start a modest operation for
a week or so, in anticipation. But this very
quickly morphed into Plan C, when our best
efforts to find an alternative vessel to take
the container rapidly came to nought (this
despite some very helpful intervention by
the Kiribati authorities, who were almost as
determined as we were to make our
expedition a success).
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RF equipment

QST and elsewhere. We therefore planned
to use vertical dipole arrays (vertical dipole
and reflector) as close to the sea as possible
(the literature suggests that low-angle gain
falls off dramatically once you are more
than about three wavelengths from
saltwater) along with four-square arrays for
30 and 40m, two phased pairs of verticals
for 80m and the usual Titanex for Top
Band. We packed our Yagis too, as we
thought they would be fine to Japan and the
West Coast and would also serve for any
long-path openings (back over the island,
rather than out to sea). The VDAs were to
be made from wire taped to Tecadi
fibreglass poles, and Justin, G4TSH, had
painstakingly constructed weatherproof (ie
saltwater-spray proof) feed points for each,
with a ferrite choke, etc. all carefully sealed
in a custom-made plastic housing (OK, a
Tesco food container).

It might be easiest to review our revised
plans by topic area. As I have said, the main
transceivers were to be the FT-450D. The
main challenge for our RF King (GØOPB)
was that we didn‟t have suitable interface
leads and many of these would have to be
made up in situ on T32 – lots of soldering to
do (the main reason being that we also
borrowed a mixed bunch of Microham
boxes, which would handle the PC interface,
keying and audio routing. We had initially
planned to standardise on the Microham II
and these were all kitted out – in the
container). As for linears, we ended up with
several, including four Acom 1010, two
Tokyo Hi-Power and one Expert 1K.
Power
Although it is possible nowadays, as we
discovered,
to
source
(relatively)
lightweight transceivers, linears, antenna
poles, computers and even coax, the gating
factor is likely to be power. As it turned out
the hotel generator, a rather tired (to say the
least) 75 kVA trailer-mounted unit still had
life in it, and our power engineers
(GU4YOX and G4LDL) worked miracles in
coaxing every last watt out of it, while
running additional temporary cabling to the
farthest operating shack to reduce voltage
losses. We would have to forgo aircon
(which was available in some but not all
parts of the hotel), but in the circumstances
that was a small price to pay (hey, after a
few days you adapt to the 40°C
temperatures).

The solution, in the absence of the
container, was to stick with VDAs for 10
through 20m, elevated quarter wave
verticals for 40 and 30m, a quarter wave
vertical for 80m, and a T antenna (50ft
vertical) for 160m. In practice this meant
very few compromises compared with the
original plan. Lightweight fibreglass masts
are
commonplace
nowadays,
from
Spiderbeam and others, in 10, 12 and 18m
lengths (and, indeed, 26m, but we didn‟t
have any of those with us). We ended up
with 17 such masts, which enabled us not
only to do everything I just mentioned but
even to build the planned POI special for
17m – a pair of VDAs in parallel, via a
power splitter/2:1 balun, which narrowed
the beamwidth and focused the 17m pattern
more towards Europe and the US East
Coast. We hand-carried enough wire for the
antenna elements and plenty of radials for
LF, plus over 1.2km of coax (compared
with about 5km in the container). Coax was
probably our heaviest inventory item but,
fortunately, modern Ecoflex is notably
lighter than H100 and the like. Our thanks
to Mike, G3SED, of Nevada for supplying
this at short notice. The snag was that
everything would now have to be cut,

Antennas
We had recognised early in the planning
stages that the distances involved from T32
(even W6 is almost 3,000 miles away)
meant that we would need to launch our
signals at the lowest possible angle. There is
nothing new in this. Several major
expeditions, as well as the Team Vertical
contest guys, have had a lot of success with
such arrays and they have been written up in
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measured and built from scratch on the
island. In the event, with three antenna
teams beavering away, the work was
completed in two days, but the downside
was that, without Justin‟s weatherproof
boxes, we found that serious antenna
maintenance was necessary on at least a
weekly basis as the improvised (read
„chocolate block‟) feed points quickly
became corroded with salt spray and the
antenna ends of the coax also suffered, with
salt leaching into the cable and causing
deterioration. The good news, though, is
that the antennas worked every bit as well as
we had hoped and, even better, in due
course we were able to put up second
antennas for 10, 15 and 20m (vertical
dipoles, no passive element) allowing us to
radiate two signals on those bands without
major interactions for the most part (we had
three operating shacks, the principal HF
shack being about 300m from the LF shacks
where the secondary HF antennas were
located).

motivation to team members, several of
whom were invariably huddled around the
data screens watching the latest stats.
Six Metres
Our Six Metre plans suffered a double
whammy. Not only was most of the kit in
the container, but Kazu/JA1RJU, our 6m
specialist, dropped out at the last minute for
health reasons. We had expected 6m
operation to be limited to EME
(Moonbounce) given the remoteness of
Christmas, and EME requires a lot of power
and plenty of antenna gain, a tall order in
the circumstances. In the event, though, an
antenna (donated by Kazu to make up for
his unfortunate absence) was shipped to
Hawaii and onwards with the second-half
team to Christmas where G3WPH, with the
help of the hotel‟s handyman, fashioned the
most amazing Heath-Robinson system for
elevation and rotation. The story will be told
in more detail in the UKSMG journal, but
suffice to say that the 6m team managed not
only some EME QSOs with both North
America and Europe, but also enjoyed
(thanks to the upturn in propagation) some
remarkable terrestrial openings to North and
South America. An absolutely unexpected
bonus.

IT
1.2km of coax but something like 3.5km of
CAT5 cable! Although some of the network
kit was in the container, most was due to be
hand-carried, and the IT team (G3WGV,
G7VJR and KG4UVU) did an amazing job
of wiring up all the shacks for the most
comprehensive logging network we have
used to date, with up-to-the-minute data
available in the team room and twice-daily
log uploads to Club Log via what turned out
to be a rather better Internet connection than
we had anticipated (when the recce trip took
place the nearest Internet node was in the
main settlement of London, some 20
minutes away, but since then the hotel had
installed its own satellite Internet). Despite
all the RF around the place the IT gurus
managed to keep the network up and
running with only very occasional hiccups,
for which they deserve huge credit. Having
good log information available makes it
easier to plan operating rotas (which were
also handled via a module within the Star
Software suite) as well as providing

Local colour
What do you do when not operating, helping
to maintain the stations and antennas, or
generally being involved in the radio
activities? The hotel (built on the site of the
old officers‟ quarters from when the Hbomb tests took place in the 1950s) did us
proud with great food, local entertainment
two or three nights a week (you‟ll need to
see the video to comprehend just what this
featured!) and support with pretty much
whatever we asked of them (ie they gave us
free run of the place). There‟s not a lot else
on the island – the total population is just a
few thousand and they live a very basic
existence. But there were fishing trips for
some, as you will read elsewhere. And when
all else failed, there was the hotel bar and
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(for the first two weeks) GU4YOX to tell
jokes and lead the singing! The only TV we
spotted on the whole island belonged to a
Scot who has lived on Christmas for many
years and runs a local import/export
company (the main export being copra).

Japan, of course). By the end of Week 2
Europe was edging ahead – we had started
to work through the Japanese, but had
barely scratched the surface of the much
larger number of European DXers. By the
end of the expedition Europe accounted for
almost 60K, compared with 35K for Asia,
and we were working, at least on the high
bands, European amateurs with pretty
modest stations and low power. In the
process, of course, the team kept busy at
times of the day when Europe wasn‟t there,
which is why the QSOs kept rolling in from
North America, eventually on FM and PSK
in addition to the other modes, simply
because the bands were open and there was,
in effect, nothing else to do, North America
having pretty much been worked out on
SSB, CW and RTTY by that time. In
practice, given the limited hours of
European openings, one could probably
keep a Pacific DXpedition going for several
weeks to work down the European demand,
perhaps with a limited number of operators,
sleeping, eating and sightseeing at other
times. An interesting thought!

One installation which rather intrigued us,
some 10 minutes‟ walk from the hotel and
behind barbed wire, was a machine
delighting in the somewhat inappropriate
name of Snow White. It turned out to be a
monitoring system to detect residual
radiation, although Christmas Island is
supposed nowadays to have one of the
lowest levels anywhere, since a major cleanup at UK government expense several years
ago.
Philosophy and Achievement
Before closing, it is worth spending a
moment on what was achieved. Some have
questioned whether this was all about
making 200K QSOs but, believe it or not,
that was almost an accident. We first looked
at T32 something like 10 years ago as a
possible Pacific destination (Neville had
visited it on a cruise and noted that the
Captain Cook Hotel would be an ideal
operating location). In the event, for a
number of reasons it didn‟t happen until
2011. But our desire was always to show
how a Pacific expedition could give Europe
a fair crack of the whip, which many Pacific
teams failed singularly to do. Since then one
or two expeditions, most notably VP6DX,
have made a much better fist of working
Europe. To do so requires various
ingredients. One is an antenna system that is
designed for low-angle radiation, as already
described. The other is a team large enough,
and on location long enough, to work down
the European pile-ups. Given that, on most
bands, Europe will only be workable for
maybe two or three hours a day, this is the
big challenge.

Obviously the opposite would be true of
expeditions to the sort of places we have
operated from previously – from 3B9 or
3B7, for example, three weeks or so
probably didn‟t do full justice to North
American demand (propagation at that time
didn‟t help, either), although in that case we
still had pretty big European pile-ups too! It
begs the question of how many DXers there
are, relatively speaking, in each of the main
regions of the world – I continue to believe
that there are more in Europe (including
Russia, Ukraine, etc.) than in North
America, but my view was slightly modified
during T32C by the level of North
American demand, which considerably
exceeded my prior expectations. In a sense
one wants to get to the point where QSO
rates start to drop, because then is the time
that callers are no longer competing with
each other, but with propagation itself. To
some extent I believe we achieved this, and
it was remarkable to see what was possible
with, for example, UK stations getting into

The statistics were interesting. By the end of
Week 1 we had something like 15K
European QSOs and 20K Asia (mainly
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Major Sponsors

the log with 5W or less and simple wire
antennas or verticals. The tales on the
CDXC Reflector were heart-warming, an
example being MMØBQI‟s story of setting
up a very simple portable station (but by the
sea – no accident, of course) to work T32C
on several bands in very short order.

Yaesu
ML&S
Nevada
Redweb
ARRL Colvin
CDXC
GDXF
RSGB

Now read on
The foregoing was intended to give
something of an overview of the expedition,
but is complemented below by a number of
personal reminiscences which hopefully will
add colour to the whole story. Enjoy.

_____________________________________________________________________

T32C Remembered
G4IUF

closed. There was a little interaction, but
this was reduced by the tech guys.

After a pleasant week on the Big Island my
wife Sandy and I flew into HNL and parted
for the duration. I left her to the joys of Ala
Moana and Hilo Hatties with Mary, XYL of
KH6OO.

The food was a revelation. I don't know
about the rest, but I had certainly not
expected the standard of meals to be as good
as it was - a whole tray of lobster
tails! Kudos to the Captain Cook Hotel staff
for their catering and the friendly, happy
way they looked after us for the two weeks I
was there.

The flight to T32 was memorable as a
reminder of how airlines should be, free
food and wine – ah, those were the
days! After arrival the first task for the
majority was to make up and erect the
antennas. The group worked well together
and this was completed ahead of schedule.
The power and IT gangs completed soon
after and we hit the airwaves at midnight,
most in the Pacific contest.

After two memorable weeks it was time to
head back to HNL. There was a glitch with
FM5CD's paperwork to enter the US, which
had us sat for an hour, but all was sorted
satisfactorily and we winged our way back
north. Back in HNL KH6OO and Co. gave
us a tour of the battleship „Missouri‟ on
which the Japanese surrender was signed,
enjoyed by all, and a couple of QSOs from
the ship to T32.

I was pleasantly surprised at how good the
propagation was and how well the antennas
performed. The radios performed as
expected and the spirits lifted with the
number of QSOs in the log.

From there it was off to Kauai for Sandy
and I for another week, then home to join
the pile-ups for T32. I managed seven
bands, but not 80 and 160m. You can't win
them all!

After a few days additional antennas were
erected for the three HF bands, and two
stations worked on these after 80 and 160m
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So I'd like to say thanks to Uncle Neville for
organising another Five Star event.

down to the beach. As each hour crept by
and we got closer to calling our first CQ, I
really sensed that we were all moving
together to build an outstanding station that
would give us the edge.

Mike, G4IUF
G7VJR
When the container got stuck in Tarawa and
we starting looking at going into the Pacfic
field day-style, I am sure I was not alone in
feeling that the odds were stacking up
against us. If, like me, you are surprised by
the total QSOs we made in this way, I think
the reasons for our good fortune include
more than favourable conditions, and more
than clever verticals on the beach. There
was something about rising to meet the
challenge which I am sure, with hindsight,
put us at an advantage.

Our first evening on the air was a
watershed. Once we were QRV, we all had
the great pleasure of running some
stupendous pile-ups. With so many fresh
callsigns to work, every band was humming
with activity. I had the privilege and thrill of
working the UK on 160m in the first few
days, and can still hear those faint signals
now from CDXC members Gavin,
GMØGAV, and Rob, GM3YTS, as I think
back to the beautiful sunset, fading light and
crackling QRN. With a big team you can
afford to invest hours in a band like 160m
while someone else works the rate bands.
This is another reward of working as part of
a team, and I was a very happy ham.

A very tangible quality of the expedition
was just how well everyone worked
together, and how the challenges thrown in
our path were managed by the team and our
sponsors in a very short, critical period
before we departed. This set the tone for the
rest of the trip. For example, in the first few
days on the island, before we were QRV,
there was a mountain of raw materials and a
lot of work to do from scratch. The
determination of everyone involved was
contagious: up before dawn, late to bed, we
were all dedicated to a common goal. It's
not something you can experience very
often in normal life.

Other than the radio I will remember the
fascinating conversations and chats I had
with the other guys between shifts, and firm
friendships formed - and then, as we
crunched through the numbers, the shared
anticipation that we were going to break
some records. To be part of something
special was just fantastic. Our trip was not
just about making a lot of QSOs, but also
about innovation and camaraderie. I will
always hanker to relive this Five Star
experience!
Michael, G7VJR
________________________________

As we all worked on our projects such as
power, antennas, station set-ups, keyers,
amps, Microhams (and mine in IT, with
John, G3WGV, and Paul, KG4UVU) there
were trying moments. We all found plenty
of new challenges to solve along the way. I
was engrossed with getting to the bottom of
how the hotel's new satellite Internet
connection worked, and then finding a way
to distribute this vital resource through our
new, super-sized LAN. I also had many
Microhams to connect up using a wide
variety of cables. While I was working on
these projects with Paul and John, it was
reassuring to see cables starting to appear
along the ground, through windows and

EI5DI
T32C was going to be special – everything
was organised, all most of us had to do was
turn up and operate. And then the container
disappeared into a black hole in the Pacific.
I was very disappointed, having been
looking forward to using the FT-5000 in
anger.
Now we would have only what might be
mediocre radios. There were brief thoughts
of mutiny – should I go, should I smuggle in
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my K3? Soon, like everyone else, I realised
we would just have to make the best of it.
At least I was spared the frantic last-minute
re-planning so ably done by the
management team.

Any gripes? Hardly any, although one was
from callers persistently demanding PSK.
Since ARRL recognises only CW, Phone
(AM, FM, SSB) and Data (all data modes)
for DXCC purposes, I believe DXpeditions
should do the same and not count RTTY
and PSK as separate band/mode slots.

My first operating slot was 10m SSB, from
4am to 12 noon (local time) on the Sunday,
during the early stages of the Oceania
Contest. The band opened to the States at
0730, with an instant pile-up – and the first
surprise. The radio was good! Even with
simplex, and exchanging serials, the pileups never became unmanageable and by
noon I had 700 QSOs logged. That was
really encouraging. Later, after the contest, I
switched to CW and found again that the rig
was fine. For the first time on CW I
operated without filters (thinking, wrongly,
that the 450D had no CW filters) and soon
realised that what others had been telling me
for years was true – you hear more callers
and it‟s easier to get full calls the first time.
I‟d say this probably increased my rates by
10%, and 75% of my QSOs were on CW.

T32C really was special – we finished with
a pile of DXpedition records, and I‟m proud
to have been on the team.
Paul, EI5DI
________________________________
PA3EWP
I had a great time, it was fun and I am happy
to take part of this winning team. Well
organized on all fronts. All team members
very friendly and I have more friends now
after this mega DXpedition. If I get a second
invitation to participate this team, I wouldn't
hesitate to join. Next time I hope to be more
valuable for the group, now I was just a
normal team member.
Ronald, PA3EWP
________________________________

Another pleasant surprise compared to
earlier DXpeditions was that nothing had to
be turned (no Yagis). This made for relaxed
operating, with no worries about when to
beam to Japan or anywhere else – just work
what you hear and get on with it.

G3UML
My favourite time of day on Christmas
Island was about 0545 in the morning. It
went from first light to full sunrise in only
30 minutes, and it wasn‟t just the light that
went from zero to maximum. I did a few
0400-0800 local shifts on 17 metres. The
first two hours were pretty useless. I often
used to step out into the cool dawn to watch
the light spreading over the ocean for a few
minutes. Then, usually at about 0610 or
0615, the first Europeans would come
through. Within five minutes the band was
a howling pack of loud Europeans out of
nowhere – it was like someone had drawn a
curtain. There would follow hours of
mayhem, with hundreds of Europeans
worked. The thing about being in the middle
of the Pacific is that you are so very far
from anywhere. The closest centres of
population are southern California, almost
3,000 miles distant, then places like Tokyo

I like rate, but had to take the usual turns at
160m. One slot at dusk on the last Saturday
evening coincided with an opening to
Europe and the UK, and I soon had a dozen
or so logged. That was fun – my first ever
real DX on 160m CW. It taught me one
thing, never waste a second to complete a
QSO. I was confident I had copied the
callsign of one ON caller, and replied with
the full call and the usual 5NN. Instead of
„R‟, which would have been enough for me
to log the QSO, I got a repeat of the
callsign, but heard only the prefix before the
signal disappeared. With no way of
knowing whether this was a correction or a
confirmation, the result was no QSO in spite
of repeated attempts to get confirmation.
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GØVJG

or Sydney, all well over 4,000 miles away.
Translate that to Europe – it‟s like sitting in
London with the nearest population centres
between Damascus and Baghdad - in West
Africa, or in Newfoundland. There‟s
nothing near you. That‟s what makes the
T32C achievement, smashing all previous
dxpedition records, so extraordinary.
Probably 98% of all contacts were in excess
of 3,000 miles. And of course the 48,000
Europeans were 8 or 9,000 miles distant.
We worked 1,200 different G and M
stations. We got to the people with 100W
and low wire antennas, loft antennas,
mobiles, QRP.

Firstly I was thrilled to be invited to my first
major DXpedition. I thought the whole trip
was very well organised from start to finish,
even after we found that the container was
not going to arrive at all. A plan B was on
the table very quickly and the whole team
pulled together and got us back on track in a
short space of time.
During the two weeks I made many new
friends and found everybody friendly and
easy going. I learnt a great deal from this
trip and it was fantastic to be part of the
team. It was a great achievement to be part
of the first-ever DXpedition to break the
200,000 QSO landmark.

And of course it was done not with the
super-quality equipment and ready-to-go
antennas of Plan A. That all never got
nearer than 2,000 miles away and is now
trundling back, having missed the party. It
was done with ten small Yaesu FT-450
transceivers. We had a motley collection of
amplifiers from various sources. And the
antennas? Well, there were 17 fibreglass
poles, a lot of wire, terminal strip and
insulation tape. And that was it. Every time
we did any antenna maintenance - and there
was a lot with the antenna field along a
breezy, salty ocean beach - I marvelled at
how basic the antennas were: bits of wire,
bits of tape. Forgetting the poles, you could
probably replicate the entire system for £50.

My first impression of Christmas Island was
how beautiful the island was. Also, although
the people were very poor, they were very
happy and very friendly. Apart from
working the pile-ups it was good to go on an
all-day fishing trip. The trip highlight was a
school of dolphins. Maybe 50 or more
followed our boat, somersaulting and
jumping around the edge - you could almost
reach over and touch them.
As a bonus we even managed to catch some
fish. My biggest was an 11kg trevally. I did
not want to hook anything too big, seeing as
if I caught anything bigger than Neville I
may have been put on the Top Band midday
shift. Laurie, G3UML, was thrilled to catch
some nice fish, his first ever.

One other thing. We‟ve got ourselves into a
lather about bad operating and deliberate
QRM. Well, we had almost none of it. Even
the most intense European pile-ups were
well behaved – as long as you were crystal
clear about what you wanted, and stuck to
your own rules. Quite often, trying to pull a
weaker callsign out of the maelstrom, I
would say at some length
“Standby,
standby, everybody, please be quiet, don‟t
say anything, I ONLY want to hear F5whatever, nobody else.” And, almost every
time, it worked. People got the message and
held back. As for DQRM, if we were ever
hit by it, it was fleeting and ineffectual.

It was really fantastic to be able to give a
new DXCC to many stations, particularly
those in the UK. I managed to work a
number of M6 and 2EØ stations.
I'd like to thank the FSDXA management
team for organising this excellent
opportunity that I have been able to
participate in and will never forget. Many
thanks.
Nobby, GØVJG

Laurie Margolis, G3UML
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DG1CMZ

turn to bring the 6m Yagi and decide who is
willing and able to operate 6m. It was a big
joy to be in charge of 6m along with my
team mates Bob, MDØCCE, and the „King‟,
Mike/G3WPH. We were going for both,
terrestrial and EME. The seven EME QSOs
we did brought big joy to us and each time
we got a confirmation off the moon we
almost fell into a celebration. The 103
terrestrial QSOs were made with a lot of
dedication, turning the beam and beaconing
into various directions and reading feedback
on the reflectors. Some days my arms hurt
after I carried around a dozen times those
heavy bricks, which fixed the beam
direction with attached rope and acted as
counterpoise to the elevation control.
Nevertheless I was willing to carry them
around another dozen times if it would have
yielded yet another QSO on Six!

My adventurous trip to Christmas Island
started on 8th October 2011 in the late
evening by entering a high-speed train
towards Munich, where I got airborne a day
later. I need to mention this because already
this very first leg towards Christmas had a
lasting impact on my journey – I became
terribly airsick. This prevailed until after I
arrived to Christmas 4 days later. After
another day of no joy I went to our team
doctor, Arnie/N6HC. Within two days he
brought me back to normal, such that I was
able to enjoy the whole T32C experience,
with which I would like to go on now, just
after three important words: thank you,
Arnie!
Well, time went on so quickly and
impressions on Christmas Island were so
many that it is hard to fit into one page of
Digest, so I will try to focus on a few
aspects. First of all I felt very welcomed by
the team and accepted from the first minute.
That is something that I was not sure about
when I learned that I go as a youngster as
well as newcomer to the whole radio
expeditioning thing. The better it was to find
myself as a part of the whole from the
beginning.

I want to close my personal report on T32C
with words of thankfulness to my sponsor,
to the team leadership giving me the chance
to go, to my room mate Falk, DK7YY, for
the nice conversations and to the entire team
for the best experience in ham radio that
I‟ve ever had. If I would ever set sail again,
I would with you guys!
Michael Zürch, DG1CMZ
________________________________

I hit the airwaves as T32C on 20m SSB. The
first pile-up was disappointing. I had quite
some callers, but pile-up management was
not as difficult as I expected it to be.
Reasons for this might be various, but I
guess mainly that it was the second half of
the expedition and broad presence on many
bands reduced that demand for a particular
station operated on Christmas. I liked the
circumstance that there was an equal share
for good and slow slots among the
operators.

G3YBY / F5VKT
The experience of a lifetime, said my wife
Janet, as I told her about the surprise invite
from Neville last summer. She agreed
instantly that I should go (I did wonder later
if she would agree to me buying an FT-5000
as quickly!), as it would be the icing on the
cake after 42 years of playing radio.
Mt first contact with some of the team was
down at Nevada getting the inventory ready
for the container loading. I was impressed
with the detailed organisation, knowledge,
enthusiasm and the huge amount of kit we
were going to take. The humour and jokes
had already begun.

However, the slowest slot ever on T32C I
applied for myself. The slot yielded 110
QSOs within 6 days – that makes an average
of two QSOs/hour considering eight hours
operation time per day. It was the 6m
operation I felt addicted to. It was the H2s
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Container loading day came and we loaded
the gear including several cases of wine and
something fizzy just in case we beat our
targets. With a push and a shove to get the
generators in, we saw the container off to
Southampton Docks with big smiles,
knowing we would have the kit to do a good
job. Little did we know!



Fast-forward to August 2011 and Neville
broke the news that the container wouldn‟t
arrive. For a few hours I felt really down as
all the plans and hopes for a big
groundbreaking DXpedition were in tatters?
However, after a few hours and e-mails
flying around like confetti it was clear that
this team weren‟t for giving up and Plan B
followed by Plan C were quickly developed.
With the clear determination of the team
leaders a new detailed plan was quickly put
in place and my spirits were lifted again and
I couldn‟t wait to get on the plane.





However, before boarding on Sunday
morning I couldn‟t miss out on the full
English breakfast at Heathrow with team
members Tony, G4LDL, and Fred, G3SVK.
First stop at San Francisco airport was a
visit to the bar, where more of the team
were assembling. Good sign, I thought, and
the beer wasn‟t bad either after an 11-hour
flight.



I only had two (fairly) low points:



My main highlights of the trip (amongst
many) were:




Learning to get the most out of the
radios. AGC off and using the RF
gain control took me back to the
AR88 and HRO days.
The calm quiet organisation of the
operations and the way everyone
gelled together into an efficient
team. I didn‟t hear a cross word in
four weeks and when on shift you
were left to do your own thing in
terms of operating.
The Ooolas in the bar – relaxing fun
and chat after a couple of intensive
four-hour operating shifts. The
amateur radio world was put right
and the simulated SSB pile-up
hilarious.
The shared anticipation when it
looked likely we would break the
DXpedition
record.
Everyone
redoubled their efforts and it was a
great feeling to get to 200K QSOs.
Other band-mode world records
followed. How do you follow that?
Father Paul admitting mine was
bigger than his (digital SLRs, of
course!).

Making the vertical antennas from
scratch just using wire, choc blocks
and fibreglass poles, erecting them
on the beach and setting them up
over three days. Hot work. Simple
and truly in the spirit of ham radio but wow, did they work!
Experiencing my first massive pileup session. Not like a contest all on
one frequency, but a wall of sound
over many kHz. Once I got settled
in, running the pile at (higher than?)
contest rates was a real adrenaline
rush.

The same ham and cheese lunch for
28 days.
Having a quiet(er) slot with only a
few QSOs on a frustratingly dead
band, but they all counted towards
our totals

As I said to Neville, the DXpedition
experience is a cross between a month-long
contest and a „gentleman‟s club‟.
All the personal arrangements for the trip
ran flawlessly and Janet was right – it was
the trip and experience of a lifetime! For 28
days T32 was our island in the sun (as the
small girl sang to us on the last night on the
island) and boy - did we make it shine!
Ian McCarthy, G3YBY / F5VKT
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N6HC

DXpedition record for total number of
RTTY contacts and set the DXpedition
record for PSK 63 contacts. Although it was
not as monumental a feat as breaking the
all- time DXpedition total number of
contacts, nonetheless it was a satisfying
feeling to be a small part of the digital
achievements.

Thank you, Neville and Chris, for inviting
me to participate in the Christmas Island
DXpedition. To be part of a „dream team‟ of
European radio operators is a long-time
wish fulfilled. But imagine my dismay when
I found out all of our kit was stranded in
Tarawa. With the implementation of this
adventure at risk, the ingenuity of the team
leaders emerged. All of our equipment was
carried in by air to stage the most successful
major DXpedition ever held. It is absolutely
amazing to experience what can be
accomplished with a basic transceiver,
fiberglass poles, wire and a lot of amateur
radio creativity.

Lastly, it was wonderful to again see friends
from previous DXpeditions and to make
new friends on this trip. I‟m looking
forward to our next adventure together.
Arnie Shatz, N6HC
________________________________
G4DRS

I‟ll leave the recounting of radio operation
war stories to others. My unique perspective
as one of two health care professionals on
the team lead me to visit the Kiritimati
hospital. The trip reinforced my opinion that
we, in the western world, have much for
which to be thankful. I advised the team
NOT to get seriously ill! Fortunately, all
our team members were in good states of
health and over the four-week trip, only
minor issues were addressed. Our medical
kit was more than sufficient (thank you,
Marios). We donated a large amount of
medications and supplies to the hospital
before we left the island.

I was asked the question many times, “So
why are you going to Christmas Island?” I
explained, “Think of radio amateurs as
being like bird watchers, or trainspotters.
Birders like to see rare and exotic species;
trainspotters like to see rare and exotic
locomotives; radio amateurs like to contact
rare and exotic places. I am going to be an
arctic tern, or the Sir Nigel Gresley.” I have
to admit not everybody got it even then, and
the trainspotter analogy was completely lost
on some Americans I tried it on. Apparently
they don‟t do trainspotting in the US.
Anyway, people either became accustomed
to the reason I was going, or gave up trying
to understand it, and off I went.

Kiritimati is a fisherman‟s paradise and I
planned to enjoy the excitement of plying
the local waters with rod and reel before
leaving this part of the world. No one was
interested in bone fishing and I didn‟t want
to go it alone, so I joined the deep-sea
fishers. How thrilling to watch Bob
Grimmick catch an 85-pound tuna from our
tiny outrigger vessel. What a hoot it was for
me to land a viciously fighting 36-pound
barracuda on a simple colorful lure. What
menacing dentition these fish possess.

But what an experience! It was like a MultiMulti, Mixed-Mode contest that lasted (in
my case) for two whole weeks!
We had some excitement even before
setting foot on the island. During the brief
stopover in Honolulu on the way to the
island, being radio amateurs we decided not
to bother with sightseeing, swimming,
sunbathing etc. No, we must work T32C
from the hotel. So courtesy of Radio Shack,
a 20m dipole was conjured up. The dipole,
attached to a fishing pole, was fixed to our
fourth floor balcony and we joined the pileup, using an FT-450 destined for the

Since we had so many world-class CW and
SSB operators on this team, I decided to
join a small cadre of digital mode
enthusiasts and attempt to help break the
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expedition. Only a couple of us had got
through, however, when hotel security came
knocking on the door, demanding the
antenna be removed at once! It must have
been up for all of 15 minutes! She was very
nice about it, but extremely insistent, so
down it came. Perhaps we should have
chosen the sunbathing instead.

All in all, then, I had an incredible
experience, and I got to know some great
people pretty well. What more could you
wish for? Now when is the next one?
John Wayman, G4DRS
________________________________
KG4UVU

My prior experience of these big
expeditions consists of battling through
monster pile-ups to make myself heard, with
my „little pistol‟ tribander and wire dipoles
station. I therefore anticipated constant wallto-wall pile-ups on all bands and modes.
Reality was slightly different. The contest
analogy was borne out – there were some
shifts with huge pile-ups, whilst others
comprised a repetitious sequence of „CQ‟,
white noise, „CQ‟, white noise, interspersed
with the occasional caller.

It was exciting when the opportunity came
along to join this DXpedition to T32C. At
the same time it was somewhat intimidating
too. I am one who enjoys travel and I
certainly looked forward to the trip to the
island. On the other hand, who was I among
my fellow DXpeditioners? I had some
experiences with pile-ups courtesy of
operating from PJ2T and the ARRL DX
Phone contest in 2008 to TI5ØDX. Yet out
of this team I had met only Neville and then
only once at a dinner setting with 30 others.
All the remaining members were new to me.
Reading the bios of these fine fellows and
their experiences added to my apprehension.
Still, I hoped to be able to operate perhaps
an hour or so each day.

I can‟t help thinking that it must have come
as quite a shock for one DL station on
holiday in Lima, Peru, to have his CQ call
answered by T32C! We had a nice chat,
swapping all the usual stuff: Name, QTH,
rig, etc. before going our separate ways on
30m and back to „CQ‟and the white noise.
My expectations were quickly re-calibrated,
my enthusiasm was undiminished and I
derived tremendous enjoyment from those
unproductive shifts, every bit as much as
from the frantic ones.

The trip to the hotel where the team would
gather for the first time was simple. At
check-in the desk clerk said, “You‟ll be
sharing a room with Bob.” From the IDs on
his cases of equipment in the room I knew
this „Bob‟ had been on many significant
DXpeditions. Later that evening I met a
majority of this T32C team. At our first full
meeting I learned how I might be able to
contribute in various ways. My volunteering
was met eagerly. Suddenly I realized I felt
comfortable with this group and my
apprehension had dissolved.

It‟s amazing who you run across in the pileups. One old school pal called me on CW –
I copied the call first time, but thought, “No,
it can‟t be!” since I know he hasn‟t touched
a key for years. The highlight of the whole
trip had to be on 15 SSB, when I recognised
a voice coming through the pile-up: It was
Sandra, G4JQL, my wife! I have to admit I
was so excited that I got a little tongue-tied
and didn‟t know what to say. Probably just
as well, as she had not realised it was me on
the mike! I am pleased to say that she also
worked us on 20 SSB and (her proudest
QSO) 10 CW. I am convinced she was just
making sure she had more band/mode slots
than I did!

Upon arrival at T32C we immediately set to
exploring, planning and measuring for
operations. Final decisions and set-up of
antennas, computers and infrastructure kept
us all quite busy. Soon we had what seemed
to be a workable site from almost every
aspect. Building cables, deployment and
fine-tuning done, we were on the air. It was
at this point that I learned my modest hope
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of an hour‟s operation per day was
surpassed with the scheduled 8 to 12 hours
per day! The daily operations of the stations
and DXpedition were generally smooth due
to the endless abilities of this fine team. Any
issues were discussed and resolved at daily
team meetings.

My first shift is 20m at 1200-1600 local.
Now, as I recall, D layer absorption kicks in
late morning, so the band will be pretty
much closed at 1200. One glance at the
DXAtlas D-layer density map confirms
that‟s so. What I also learned (from lowband contesting this time) is BIC – keep
your Butt In the Chair, even when you think
the band is dead. So here‟s roughly how that
first shift went:

During peak band times, the pile-ups were
just amazing. The calls were from every
continent and yet, with the fine conditions
and set-up, I could make many amateur
stations happy per hour. And there was a
great satisfaction of working the next station
and finding an old friend on the QSO. I
operated phone and some RTTY to help
balance the seasoned CW operators on the
team. Somehow each day I learned
something new.

1200-1300 7 QSOs rate 7/hr
1300-1400 7 QSOs rate 7/hr
1400-1500 8 QSOs rate 8/hr
1500-1550 12 QSOs rate 14/hr
1550-1600 38 QSOs rate 288/hr
Nothing, but nothing in 40 years of DXing
and contesting had prepared me for the scale
of the pile-ups at the sharp end of an
FSDXA expedition. You had to be there!
Fantastic fun working the disciplined US
pile as the band switched on like Blackpool
illuminations for the last 10 minutes of the
shift – then it‟s time to hand the pre-warmed
band over to the next op…

The days flew by and it didn‟t seem possible
it was time to return homeward. But I knew
I had now made many new friends. A
DXpedition of this magnitude would not
have been such a success without the
excellent leadership and team. This was
without a doubt among the most positive
experiences in amateur radio. I now look
forward to another opportunity to work with
this group at some new and interesting
entity.

That‟s pretty much how it went from then
onwards. Each shift was typically a game of
two halves – F1 (CQ) + white noise for an
hour or two, then astronomic rates for an
hour or two; or the other way around,
depending on which band/mode/time the
shift planning team had allocated. A great
learning experience (propagation and
sharpening pile-up skills), a great adrenaline
rush from sky-high rates and a big dose of
humility and coming back to earth when the
pile-ups got so large that the rate fell off a
cliff… funny, that always seemed to happen
when the band was open to EU, couldn‟t
have something to do with continuous/outof-turn callers, could it?

Paul Manno, KG4UVU
_______________________________
G3WGN / WJ6O
It‟s all about the rate. With these words
ringing in my ears from UK and California
DX and contesting friends alike, I approach
my first shift at T32C. It‟s all about the
rate… oh, and the humungous pile-ups.
OK, I know pile-ups, I‟m a contester. I‟ve
operated from some of the most successful
contest stations on the planet and have run
at 250-300/hr rates in ARRL Phone contests
from home, so I know about pile-ups, right?
Well yes, but, as it turns out:

There are so many rich memories from the
T32C experience, it would take the whole
Digest to do them justice. I bless the day I
decided to do the „Extended Package‟ – stay
on the island for the whole four weeks. The
friendships and camaraderie that developed
as we hand-carried, designed, built and
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wasn‟t – as do these two QSOs I had
on SSB:

operated ten stations together are
experiences of a lifetime; and having the
chance to participate first-hand in making it
all come together to the record-breaking
success that we achieved is truly priceless.

KJ6xxx: “I‟m not sure how to do
this – you‟re my third contact since I
got my licence” (coached him
through “5 & 9 California, thank
you” )

Some random high-spots:












How rewarding and how much fun it
is to dig out the Gs, Ms, 2Es and EIs
when the signals are just barely
above the (unbelievably low) noise.
It was especially fun to know that
some of the QSOs were made from
low-power stations with very modest
set-ups. Makes it all worthwhile.
Kiritimati welcomes: the warm
friendly smiles and the „sing while
you work‟ contentedness of the
islanders was magical. I hope they
can keep their culture in the face of
„Western‟ invasion
Kiritimati attacks: it‟s a pretty
benign place compared with many
DX locations, but the crabs,
scorpions, „roaches, flying bugs and
„moving floors‟ kept us on the
lookout…
The smile on Justin/G4TSH‟s face
when he returned from his first-ever
sea fishing trip. It takes a lot to make
Justin smile… almost makes me
want to go fishing instead of play
radio – not…
Learning about new aspects of
amateur radio: EME, 6 metres
terrestrial, PSK were all new to me –
being able to see experts at work on
all these widened my perspective on
other ways of enjoying our hobby. I
even had a go at RTTY – but also
learned that massive pile-ups are not
the time to learn a new mode

W6yyy: “Thanks for my first ever
QSO outside the United States. I‟ve
been licensed 10 years and never
tried to work an overseas station
before, but my buddies said I just
have to work you guys and I‟m glad
I did!”




How empty 20m was, how generally
disappointing 80m propagation was;
but in total contrast, how 12m was
the „band that keeps on giving‟
Pouring glasses of Morse Code
Shiraz for the SSB-only ops at the
final banquet. We‟ll get them
inoculated with the CW virus yet!
(BTW, the Shiraz is currently on
special offer from Tesco if you know
of any local phone operators that
need to be converted)

So, yes, it‟s all about the rate. And the pileups. And the great team and teamwork.
And the weak signal, marginal QSOs with
the UK & Ireland. And the experience of
new aspects of amateur radio. And the
learning and skill improvement. And the… I
can‟t wait for the next one!
David Aslin, G3WGN / WJ6O
________________________________
G4AXX
One of the many pleasant recollections from
our great time on Christmas Island was
grey-line propagation. One evening on 20m
SSB there was a steady stream of JAs and
Ws all afternoon, with no EU, then at the
rapid equatorial onset of sunset, out of the
blue comes Ethiopia.

Before we arrived the prevailing
wisdom was that we wouldn‟t get
many US West Coast callers: „T32
is an easy shot from there, they‟ve
all worked it already‟. Hmm, I think
the logs will show how true that
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As „power king‟ responsible for matters
electrical,
with
my
trusted
aid
Tony/G4LDL, we had to think through if
local supplies were to be a flyer to get a
large DXpedition to operate seamlessly for
four weeks. There was so much kit in the
container that wasn‟t going to be there along
with generators as well. I thought, “How
can we do this?” We reviewed all the scraps
of information from the recce trip to see if it
was possible and the logistics team worked
hard together to bring all aspects of the
operation together. As the results show, we
made it work.

On my last evening of H1 I was on 21 MHz
RTTY. A similar scene with a pedestrian
stream of JA and W, then suddenly 5B4,
and over the next few hours I was called by
Russians UA1 through to UAØ, steadily
working from West to East as the terminator
worked its way around the world. By the
time it reached Asiatic Russia the signals
were getting ESP, at the limit of
demodulation by the sound card. After that
the band was finally closed.
Flying high above the vast Pacific Ocean
the next day, I saw in my imagination those
15m signals bouncing between the
ionosphere and the ocean, and 5B4 to UAØ
looked an awful long way for a few watts to
fly.
Mark Marsden, G4AXX

When we finally completed the long trip to
T32, G4LDL and I worked logically and
endlessly to establish reliable and
sustainable electricity supplies to all
operating positions from the equipment and
cable etc. that we hand-carried to the island.
We were delighted after the final full-load
test with all stations running full power on
FM for about 30 seconds. This was a good
sign indeed after several final adjustments to
the old hotel generator to provide enough
power.

_______________________________
GU4YOX
It was back in 1998 when G3XTT and a few
other ham friends called in to the GU4YOX
QTH for a few refreshments when Don
mentioned to me that the Five Star gang had
been considering going to T32 (Christmas
Island) after the first FSDXA trip to 9MØC
(Spratly Island). As most radio amateurs
know, there are two Christmas Islands, one
close to VK and one in the Central Pacific. I
remember looking at my world atlas and
realising that T32 really was one of the most
isolated islands on our wonderful planet and
could never imagine making a commitment
to go to somewhere so remote. I think when
the „working the DX‟ bug grabs you from
home, operating from a remote tropical
location sounds great. I can confirm that
indeed it is! After my trips to D68C and
3B9C, where I completed my FSDXA
apprenticeship, when the invitation came
through to be involved with T32C it only
took a few seconds to say “Yes!”
After all the hundreds or maybe thousands
of hours to plan a trip like this, it was just
days before departure to T32 that the news
came through that the container was
probably not going to make it to the island.

I didn‟t operate for some time once we hit
the airwaves so as to provide power support
for all the stations. It was a sad sight to see
just one of the excellent power auxiliary DC
supplies that John, G3WGV, had built that
had been through the test programme at my
work running a station‟s auxiliaries
knowing that over 20 of them were stuck in
Tarawa somewhere. I managed to handcarry it to the island. This sentiment was
mentioned many times for stuff we simply
didn‟t have. But failure was not an option
and we just got on with the challenge and
made everything work as best we could. It
really was a field day operation for four
weeks.
My highlight in operating was making the
first EU contacts on 160m from T32C. The
band opened for just a few minutes at
greyline and I was very happy indeed to get
an Italian and a German station into the log.
I operated over 98% CW during the trip,
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T32C, Christmas Island 2011 (Page 21)

Standing L-R; Michael DG1CMZ, Maury W3EF, Laurie G3UML, Nick G4FAL, Richard G3RWL,
Pete the Penguin ex-VP80RK, Fred G3SVK, David G3WGN, Franz DK111,David G3UNA,
Gerard F2JD, Mike G3WPH, Paul EI5DI, Arnie N6HC, Tony GOOPB, and Clive GM3POI
Sitting L-R; Ronald PA3EWP, Frank ON7RU, Nobby GOVJG, John G4DRS, Falk DK7YY, Dave
EI9FBB, Paul KG4UVU, Tony G4LDL, Bob N60X, Don G3XTT, Justin G4TSH, Bob MDOCCE,
Michael G7VJR, Michel FM5CD, Neville G3NUG, Gordon G3USR, Mike G4IUF, Chris G3SVL,
Mark G4AXX, lan G3WGV, lan G3YBY, Bob GU4YOX, and Paul W5FT

Approaching Christmas Island (photo EI5DI)

T32C, Christmas Island 2011 cont. (Page 21)

Captain Cook Hotel (photo G3YBY)

Sunrise, looking towards NA & EU (photo G3YBY)
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The "Officers Mess" meeting (photo EI5DI)

The Dining Room

Rooms right by the sea

lan G3WGV with Star Monitor watching new records being made (photos EI5DI)
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Perfect site, looking towards JA (photo EI5DI)

Kiritimati Airport Arrivals (photo G4AXX)
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The Titanex (photo VK8DX)

Antenna Panorama (photo 9M6DXX)
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The 4W6A Story cont. (Page 37)

L-R; Steve 9M6DXX, Bernd VK21A, Stuie VK8NSB, John 9M6XRO,
Tim MOURX, MWOJZE Ant, and Oliver MWOJRX (photo VK8DX)

Bernd VK2IA & Stuie VK8NSB operating CW (photo 9M6DXX)
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which is my favourite mode. The 10 and
12m runs were just fantastic and it was
reminiscent of the D68C runs over 10 years
ago when the world was a different place.

3:30am, I am due on 160m in half an hour.
Ugh! I stumble out of bed and into the
bathroom. The light flickers in time with the
30m station pounding out CW and running a
steady stream of QSOs by the look of it, my
room is on the same phase of the supply
from the hotel generator. Cockroaches
scuttle about in the shower pan. Walking
into the canteen to grab a coffee I exchange
greetings with one of the hotel staff laying
tables for breakfast. Do these people ever
sleep? I wonder what they make of us.

I managed to pay a trip to the Christmas
Island government office with team leader
G3NUG and we hope to establish a supply
of old power generation and distribution
equipment as part of a charitable donation
initiative from Guernsey in the future. This
will help the island immensely after I
viewed the power station set up, which was
in need of upgrading. I was tickled to see
the first minister‟s car registration which
was „XMAS 1‟. There was some fun time
while on T32 and I went on my first Pacific
fishing trip, which was magical. We caught
some of the biggest fish I had ever seen,
including a 40lb barracuda and an 80lb
yellow fin tuna fish! The little boat wouldn‟t
have passed any UK health and safety
checks, but it was a super experience that I
will never forget. Seeing a 50lb tuna being
pulled out of the water and attacked by a
shark on the way reminded us that we were
in
dangerous
waters.
Arnie/N6HC,
Bob/N6OX and Paul/KG4UVU became my
new friends on this little excursion. Thanks,
guys.

Mike, G3WPH, is pleased to see my face
and does not waste any time handing over
the seat of the 160m station. I can guess
why. At this time of night the band is in the
doldrums, the sun already rising on the West
Coast. Still there are a few JAs and UAØs
about, I hope, and every QSO counts on this
band. I set the auto repeat on the CW keyer
and slurp a mouthful of coffee. After a few
minutes of no replies there is a „SSB?‟ on
my receive frequency. I ignore it, but
shortly decide that it is probably not a bad
idea, quickly announce „NW QSY SSB‟ and
spin the dial to 1.850 MHz for that one
QSO! Just you wait: in a few minutes there
will be a „When RTTY?‟, not to mention the
dreaded „When PSK?‟

I haven‟t got the space here to explain all
the antics and fun we had, but I can safely
say this was the most exciting, fun,
professional DXpedition I have ever been
involved in. A crucial element in
DXpeditions to remote places is teamwork
and logistics and these were perfect.
Everyone bonded well and worked hard, we
all wanted T32C to be successful. I hope
you enjoyed making your contacts with us.
We loved making every one of them for
you.
Bob Beebe, GU4YOX
________________________________

It is getting light. Soon the sun is going to
poke above the eastern horizon and 160m
will be dead, save for some local static. Just
before it does there is a burble of noises on
my receive frequency. It is just getting dark
in Eastern Europe and clearly someone has
spotted me. However, all I can make out is
just a mush of extremely weak signals and
no matter how I play it I resolve nothing of
any meaning. After just a couple of minutes
it is gone. Such is life, the local evening
grey line opening into EU is rather better
and much more productive.
The Sun is now streaming through the open
shack door. I prod the band select button up
to 12m, then trudge out to the beach to swap
the feeder to the 2-element vertical array
beaming out over the ocean from the hightide mark. Now for the fun bit! 6:15am and

G4TSH
I am rudely awakened by the annoying buzz
of my alarm. My head spins and I feel a bit
groggy after just three hours sleep. It‟s
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there are a few strong Ws about, then a
signal with a slight warble comes through
from a DL. For a while the callers are well
spaced and in the clear. I take whatever
comes, keeping the DSP filters wide open.
Then the band explodes with a mass of EU
signals! There are still quite a few Ws
about, but now is the time for „EU‟ to be
appended to the end of the TU message. For
about 40 minutes I try to cram as many
European stations in the log as possible.
This task is made more difficult by the
apparent inability of many callers to copy
me as well as I can copy them. I guess there
is a lot of QRM in Europe and the effects of
the polar path on the signals tends to blur
high-speed Morse. I reduce my sending
speed. It seems to help a bit, but I am
constantly plagued by people sending their
call two or three times before and after they
send „5NN TU‟ etc. even though I seem to
have sent it correctly back! This holds the
potential rate down and reduces the chances
of others making that important QSO. Very
frustrating when they are making the QSO
for a second time!

vacancy for a multimode operator after I
mailed the FSDXA my CV several months
earlier. I quickly replied and confirmed I
was still interested to join the DXpedition.
So six months left to arrange the paperwork,
passport and get the necessary jabs.
Fast forward to departure date minus one
month. We got the message that the
container wouldn't make it to the island.
What happened next shows the real strength
of ham radio and radio amateurs. In no time
we had enough back-up gear to put a strong
signal in all directions. Special thanks to
Yaesu for the FT-450 radios, which proved
to work very well, and N6OX and FM5CD
for the amplifiers.
As an H2 member I left Brussels on 9
October for a short flight to London. By
coincidence three other members were on
the same flight from London to LAX. Long
ham radio-related chats and some beverages
at the back of the airplane made the trip fly
by fast.
Customs at LAX were another story. In
short it took so much time that we had to rebook our flight and spent another three
hours in LA. Finally we arrived in HNL,
where it was late in the evening.

By 8am the opening to Europe is starting to
fizzle out a bit and it is time for the next
operator to take the controls. I get a real
buzz pulling those warbling signals in over
the Pole, especially so when it is someone
you know from back home. I hand over the
reigns to Arnie, N6HC, and trudge off for
another breakfast of fried egg and
something vaguely resembling bacon. There
are reports of interference between some of
the other stations, so it looks like we have
more corona arcing problems due to salt
build-up on the antennas to fix and Tony,
GØOPB, is going to have to put another
transistor in the beverage pre-amp before
the next 160m shift…

Two days later in the early morning the taxi
brought us to the airport. We had lots of
extra hardware (4 square, 6m yagi, radios,
wire, power supply...), but managed to get
through in a relatively short time. There was
even time to do some shopping for hard- tofind parts like liquor and biscuits.
The flight with Pacific Airlines went
smoothly and after a three-hour flight we set
foot on the island. Neville and Gordon
welcomed us and guided the team to the
nearby taxis.mAfter a 15-minute drive we
arrived at the Captain Cook Hotel. The
FSDXA management gave us some time to
relax and organised a meeting to explain the
do's and don'ts. The same day we assembled
the 6m Yagi and explored the area.

Justin Snow, G4TSH
________________________________
ON7RU
My Christmas island adventure started in
April 2011. Neville mailed me that he had a
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The day after we were ready to go. I got
some 80m slots and a high-rate 12m slot.
The following morning we checked and
cleaned the antennas for corrosion and salt
intrusion. The four-hour shifts flew by very
fast. Most if not all of the operators are
contesters and everyone was eager to take
the next shift, even after four weeks of
operating. One of my favorite shifts was a
„free to book‟ slot on 20m from midnight to
4 o'clock in the morning.

party, but a well meant thank you to Neville,
the FSDXA management team and all ham
radio friends from the T32C team - and last
but not least Kelly, who supports me and
this wonderful hobby.
Frank Beuselink, ON7RU
________________________________
GØOPB
I had a great time, worked hard, slept even
less, and like so many others helped to make
it happen. One evening just after the second
group arrived and were in need of a beer, I
noticed a paddle key behind the bar on the
top shelf (odd!), as we were short of keys.
Even odder was that it looked familiar. On
closer inspection it had belonged to Jens,
DL7AKC (now SK), who was familiar to
many on FSDXA trips.

Some days the conditions were so so, but I
had several nights when 20m was wide open
in all directions. I managed to generate great
runs in all modes, even on the last night,
before taking down the antennes.
The last few days we focused on setting
some new records. During our daily briefing
Bob, MDØCCE, presented the progress and
asked us to work specific modes. I was
proud to flip the switch for the 30m CW
record.

It transpired that Falk, DK7YY, was offered
it and decided to bring it along and placed it
in the bar on T32, a fitting place indeed. I‟m
sure you will be glad to know it was pressed
into service and did a sterling job on many a
shift, as well as the first ever 6m QSO from
T32 to SA. I‟m sure Jens would have been
pleased. Where is the key now? Behind the
bar of the Captain Cook Hotel on the top
shelf. Thanks, Jens. You helped us out of a
jam, even though you could not make it.

Besides operating there was plenty of time
to chat in the patio or at the bar. I really
enjoyed my ping-pong sessions with Tony,
G4LDL, or my snooker/pool challenges
with Dave, EI9FBB.
Oh, and I forgot to
mention that I
celebrated my birthday on the island. Is
there a better place to celebrate your
birthday with a bunch of guys who share the
same passion?

Later I‟ll tell all about the fishing stories,
including the two big ones that got away,
including the one we caught twice.

Besides the FT-450 there were two
hardware items I had never used before. The
Microham USB interface, that's one fine
piece of equipment and a „must have‟ for
the serious DXpeditioner and contester. The
other item was presented by Tony, GØOPB.
I used his noise-cancelling headphones and
was hooked up. So Kelly, if you read this
story in the CDXC Digest, there‟s no need
to ask me what I hope to find under the
Christmas tree this year!

Many thanks to all my fellow ops on T32
for the fond memories - and yes, I‟ve still
got the beard, well for the time being
anyway. However, my XYL is not
impressed!
Tony Canning, GØOPB
________________________________
EI9FBB
Who said that DXpeditioning was fun? My
experiences began back in early 2010 when
I was invited to be part of an upcoming

I won‟t sing to you and will not make as
much noise as the drums at the goodbye
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„little pistols‟ and towards the latter half, as
expected, even the 100W / G5RV gang were
working us with ease. You can almost hear
the surprise in their signal when you come
back with a report.

DXpedition to Christmas Island. Where was
this Christmas Island? A quick look on the
map and a brief Google search provided all
the necessary information - and within just a
few minutes my mind was made up. This
was an easy decision and much to my
amazement even Trish, my XYL, was most
supportive and full of encouragement.
While I had agreed to be on the H2 team
(latter half), I‟m sure that she had plans of
her own as to how to enjoy all this peace
and quiet!

All this, though, is down to the planning and
preparation team, who despite the mishap of
the container, pulled out all the stops and
made this the most successful DXpedition to
date. The station design and software were
both key factors in this success, so hats off
to all concerned. Star Log is an amazing
piece of software and practically transforms
traditional logging methods. Both teams
meshed incredibly well and I, for one, left
with a few friends more than I had arrived
with. The whole team were amazing, really
great guys, and yes, even though we all
came in different shapes and sizes, everyone
all had the same objective and so worked
remarkably well together.

Although it was a good eighteen months
into the future, time passes amazingly
quickly and before I knew it it was time to
start chasing my fellow comrades up and
down the bands to try to work as many
band/mode slots as possible before I too,
would be making my way to T32C. The
operation had begun. It is most interesting to
witness both sides of the same pile-up;
being on the DX end and also to have been
on the listening side. A few new skills /
tricks have been picked up by this, however,
and so a better knowledge of how to behave
and get through the pile-ups that little bit
quicker. Every cloud has a silver lining!

All too soon it was time to start the teardown and say goodbye to what had been our
home for the past few weeks. The staff of
the Captain Cook Hotel gave us a great
send-off with a farewell party and although
some of us were a bit sorrowful, we were
not going back home empty-handed, but
were laden with ten new world records! We
had fulfilled what we had set out to do. So
back to my opening question, “Who said
that DXpeditioning was fun?” I did, it was
me! It has opened up a whole new world.
All I can say is a big thank you to FSDXA.

By the time I arrived at the Captain Cook
Hotel, T32C was already in full swing and
had already amassed a staggering 100K
QSOs. A quick guided tour of the T32C setup and campus and it was then time to hit
the hay and be fully rested for the following
day‟s operations. The extended team were
already in overdrive at this stage, so we like
to think that we relieved their burden a little
and eased their workload. Yes, there were
daily team gatherings and maintenance
alongside the obvious operating shifts, but
there was still a little time left over to enjoy
this beautiful island and maybe even sleep a
little. The operating was definitely most
enjoyable, and as a DXer the pile-ups are
never too large or unruly! On the whole the
behaviour was remarkably disciplined and
followed directions pretty well. It is quite
rewarding when you manage to work
someone who remarks “tnx new band” or
“new DXCC” etc. Some of these guys were

Dave Deane, EI9FBB
________________________________
G4LDL
For many years one of my dreams was to
visit a fairly remote Pacific island and, of
course, play radio from there. I had visited
the Galapagos and even tried to get to
operate HC8N, but without success. Hence
when the opportunity came to join the T32C
team it really was like all my Christmases
had come together.
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I was well impressed with all the detail that
had gone into the organisation and saw
some of it first hand when helping prepare
kit for the container. Perhaps we had better
leave that subject there, other than to say
what a fantastic effort to be able to reorganise sufficient tools, kit etc. at such
short notice. A fantastic job to those
involved!

The first has to be the view of the island
from the aeroplane. It really was amazing
and let us see just how much of a coral atoll
it is.
The second is feeling the sun on one‟s back
when meandering back to the chalet. I could
do with some of that now! Also the
ridiculously huge full moon and the way it
lit everything up.

I was away the week before we were due to
leave and had about 18 hours at home,
including sleeping, to repack with the extra
kit I had been asked to take and things that I
needed to cover „cos they were in „the C‟.
Mind you, my case was lightweight
compared to some that I tried to lift and
couldn‟t.

The view of the always restless sea from our
chalet and, of course, the incessant noise it
made – that, I think, will always be with me.
In comparison the absolute silence by the
lagoon on our „day out‟ was almost
unbelievable. No wind, no sea, no bird song.

The time in Hawaii is a bit of blur, really. I
seem to recall shopping around looking for
another case, gaffer tape and other small
items that we felt necessary. What I can
picture now is standing in our special queue
at Honolulu airport, at the back with
seemingly tons of kit between me and the
check in when someone remarks. ”If we
can‟t get all this on, do we leave kit behind or a person? And I‟m at the back! However,
we all fitted, complete with kit.

And the people, of course: both the locals
with their beaming smiles and all the
members of the team, bites and all!
73 and roll on the next one.
Tony Bettley, G4LDL

Once on the island and having caught up
with sleep etc., part of my job was to help
Bob, GU4YOX, sort out the mains power –
did we have enough – don‟t forget where
our generators were – that „C‟ again! With a
little bit of changing around we managed to
get things working OK courtesy of the
hotel‟s 75KVA Generator.
I‟m not going to say much about operating
other than how varied it was. The first
weekend contest with well-behaved pile-ups
(not always the case). My first try at RTTY
trying to run a JA pile-up. Doing a late shift
on 10m and working 4 in 4 hours!
But amateur radio and world records aside,
what mental images spring to mind at those
times when the mind drifts back to
Christmas Island?
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The 4W6A Story
Steve Telenius-Lowe, 9M6DXX (G4JVG, 4W6AA)

A well-known DXer recently told me that
he rarely reads DXpedition reports in radio
magazines or DX clubs‟ journals. He said
they were all the same: “We travelled to an
unusual place, we made lots of QSOs, we
came back”. To some extent this is true, but
what does interest me in a report about a
DXpedition are the details that are particular
to that particular location: the sort of
information that might help me if I wanted
to organise a DXpedition to the same place.
This may include licensing, why the
location was chosen, what went wrong,
what went right. And so that is what I will
concentrate on in this report. The bare facts
and figures can be found in separate tables.

Australian amateur working in Dili, who
took time out of his busy schedule to take
our applications personally to the ARCOM
office, chase up progress and, eventually,
collect the completed licences for us. This
whole procedure took several weeks, but
eventually we received our individual
callsigns. We were particularly pleased that
a single-letter suffix was issued for us to use
on the DXpedition.
The licences were issued free of charge and
are valid for one year.
Location
Two main factors influenced our choice of
location. Firstly, we had heard from several
amateurs that downtown Dili had high
levels of electrical noise, so we wanted to be
well away from the town centre. Secondly,
since we planned to use mainly vertical
antennas, we wished to have access to a
beach so the antennas could be located
within a few metres of the ocean, thus
providing us with extra low-angle gain.
Although Dili is located on the north coast
of the island of Timor, the main east-west
road runs right along the coast, and all
accommodation is on the „wrong‟
(landward) side of this road. It would be
impossible to put antennas on the beach if
we were located in Dili.

Licensing
Licensing in Timor-Leste (East Timor) is
now very straightforward indeed. It is still
not widely known, but in 2008 Timor-Leste
adopted the „Class Licence‟ system, based
on the Australian model. The „Instruction
manual for filling AT applicant notice
form‟, available on the ARCOM (TimorLeste licensing authority) website, states:
„In accordance with the Class License
Overseas Amateurs Visiting East Timor,
2008 Overseas Amateurs could operate an
amateur station up to 90 days from their
arrival to Timor-Leste without applying for
Amateur License.‟
What this means in practice is that any
amateur can operate as 4W/own call (or
own call/4W - it is not clear which standard
ARCOM favours) without even having to
apply for a reciprocal licence at all.

We therefore looked at the island of Atauro
and quickly found that it ticked all the
boxes. Firstly, there was no mains electricity
at all on the island, so we figured it should
be electrically quiet. Secondly, the only
accommodation available to visitors on
Atauro, a small „eco lodge‟ known simply
as „Barry‟s Place‟, offered 150 metres of
ocean frontage, allowing us to line up all
our antennas along the beach at the hightide mark.

However, for this DXpedition we wanted to
use a „proper‟ 4W callsign and so three of
the team members put in applications for
full Timor-Leste licences, each with a
choice of three requested callsigns. Here, we
must thank Geoff Williams, 4W6AAD, an
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From an amateur radio point of view Atauro
Island also had the advantage of having a
separate IOTA reference number from the
main island of Timor. OC-232 had only
been activated once before, by 4W6GH/P
way back in July 2000, and had been
claimed by only 17.9% of IOTA chasers
prior to our operation.

There is a passenger ferry which runs
between Dili and Atauro once or twice a
week at very low cost. This is used mainly
by local people to go to the weekly market
on Atauro. There is also a „water taxi‟
which runs when required but, with seven
operators, around 600kg of equipment, plus
the generators, it was too small for our use.
We therefore had to charter a larger boat to
take us to and from the island. We made
arrangements for generator fuel to be sent
on the water taxi when required. Petrol cost
$1.90 per litre, three times the amount of
petrol here in Malaysia.

Barry, the owner of the lodge, is an
Australian married to a Timorese lady, and
they could not have been more helpful. We
were accommodated in two two-storey
wooden chalets. All four stations were on
the ground floor of one chalet, with one
bedroom above. Four of the operators slept
in the other chalet, while two operators
opted to sleep in tents (also supplied by
Barry).

Noise!
One of the main reasons for choosing
Atauro Island as the DXpedition location
was that with no mains electricity we
assumed there would be no electrical noise.
Wrong! Imagine our surprise, not to say
disappointment and even shock, when we
first turned on the rigs and heard S9+30dB
noise across the whole of 160, 80 and 40m!

The accommodation at Barry‟s Place is
basic, but quite comfortable. There is a
shared „eco-friendly‟ composting toilet and
an adjacent shower room. Known as a
mandi, this consists of a tub filled by a
natural spring, from which you scoop water
over yourself. Later in the day the
temperature of the stored water had risen
somewhat, but at 6.30am the mandi might
best be described as „invigorating‟.

Where could this noise possibly be coming
from? It was too late to investigate on our
first night, so we operated on the higher
bands plus made a few QSOs with the
strongest stations through the noise on 40m.
Late in the night, the noise disappeared but
the following day it was back again.

With no mains electricity, illumination in
the shack and elsewhere is by solar lighting.
This is not designed to operate continuously
throughout the 12 hours of darkness though,
and the lights would simply switch off at
around 3.00am when they ran out of stored
energy. From then until sunrise, all
operating was done entirely with the light
from laptop screens.

It took two days to track down the source of
the noise. It turned out to be a Chinesemade mains inverter that Barry used from
time to time to power a 220V fridge, freezer
and satellite television from batteries.
Grounding the inverter helped a little, but
160m was still completely unusable. Barry
was as helpful as could be and agreed to
switch off the inverter and use his generator
instead. What a great host!

Power source and transportation
The disadvantage of operating from Atauro
Island was that since there was no mains
electricity we had to hire generators. We
hired two Honda 3kVA petrol (US: „gas‟)
generators in Dili at a cost of $1,200 (the
US dollar is also the currency of TimorLeste).

With 160 and 80m now quiet apart from the
occasional static crash, we thought the local
QRM problem had been solved but, the next
evening, just as the East Coast of North
America was being worked on 160m, a
strong „buzzing‟ noise came up on the band.
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This continued until after 11.00pm local
time, and then went off. The next day we
discovered this was the mains-powered
television which was now running off
Barry‟s generator.

KV4FZ, N3XX, N4WW, NX4D and N4IS.
Many more North American, Caribbean and
South American stations were worked on
80m, both on CW and SSB, as well as
Europeans and a number of stations in
southern Africa.

This, and an earth noise loop from our own
equipment, continued to plague 160 and
80m operations for the whole DXpedition:
the noise situation was what might be
expected in a large city but not on a remote
island with no permanent electricity supply!

We made over 41,000 QSOs in total: for the
statistical break-down, see the tables below.
Sponsors
We are very grateful - and were somewhat
overwhelmed - by the superb response to
our request for sponsorship. A few DX
clubs and foundations even volunteered
sponsorship without our requesting it from
them. What wonderful ham spirit!

Propagation
Propagation conditions can only be
described as „superb‟, especially on the
higher frequency bands. The experience of
team members in VK8 and 9M6 led us to
think that all the bands would be very quiet
from an hour or so after sunrise until a
couple of hours before sunset each day, but
nothing could have been further from the
truth. For the first time since the previous
solar cycle, 10 and 12m really opened up,
with superb signals from North America –
even the east coast and Caribbean area – as
well as South America, Europe and Africa.

Sincere thanks, then, go to: CDXC (Chiltern
DX Club), LA DX Group, Oceania DX
Group, Northern Ohio DX Association,
German
DX
Foundation,
Northern
California
DX
Foundation,
RSGB
DXpedition
Fund,
European
DX
Foundation, GM DX Group, IREF (Island
Radio Expedition Fund), Clipperton DX
Club, Nippon DX Association, Northern
Illinois DX Association, Twin City DX
Association (Minnesota), Western New
York DX Association and Swiss DX
Foundation.

On 15, 17 and 20m we had excellent longpath openings into Europe and all the high
bands – even 10m - stayed open until well
after midnight local time every night.
Simply unbelievable! After sunset all nine
bands from 10 to 160m were open
simultaneously, but with only four stations
available (and only seven operators) we had
to make some difficult decisions on which
bands to use. We figured that 4W was most
wanted on 160, 80, 12 and 10m, so these
were the bands we favoured when they were
open.

In addition, we received sponsorship from
seven commercial companies and donations
from around 90 private individuals before
the DXpedition took place. All are thanked
most sincerely: their names and callsigns
can be found on our website at
www.4w6a.com/sponsors
All the operators paid their own air fares
from the UK, Malaysia and Australia to
Timor-Leste, plus their own accommodation
and food and drink costs both en route and
in Timor-Leste itself. Thanks to the
sponsors, though, we did not have to worry
too much about the cost of shipping the bulk
of the heavy equipment, including linear
amplifiers, antennas and coaxial cable, from
Darwin, Australia, to Dili in advance of the

Before the DXpedition we were told that
no-one on the east coast of North America
had ever worked 4W on 160m. John,
9M6XRO, was therefore on 160m every
evening at sunset, during the very short
opening to the east coast. Propagation did
not play ball every night but, when there
were good openings, QSOs were made with
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operation. Without the sponsors we would
also have thought twice about the high cost
of hiring and fuelling generators, and of
transporting everything in a specially

chartered boat. Finally, sponsors are helping
to pay the cost of providing high-quality
four-sided colour QSLs for those who
worked 4W6A.

4W6A DXpedition team

Antennas


Stuie Birkin, VK8NSB (team leader); Oliver
Bross, VK8DX; Bernd Laenger, VK2IA;
Ant David, MWØJZE; Tim Beaumont,
MØURX (also QSL Manager); John
Plenderleith, 9M6XRO; Steve TeleniusLowe, 9M6DXX




Pilot: Col McGowan, MMØNDX; Assistant
QSL Manager: Kev Haworth, MØTNX



Equipment



3 x Elecraft K3 transceivers



1 x Elecraft K2 transceiver



2 x Elecraft KPA500 linear amplifiers



1 x Acom 1000 linear amplifier


1 x Yaesu FL-2100Z linear amplifier

160m Titanex V160E with 24
ground radials
80m Quarter-wave wire vertical
on 18m Spiderbeam pole with 16
quarter-wave ground radials
40m Rippletech (Australianmade) quarter-wave ground plane
with 4 elevated radials
30m Rippletech quarter-wave
ground plane with 4 elevated radials
17m Rippletech quarter-wave
ground plane with 4 elevated radials
15m Half-wave vertical wire
dipole on 12m Spiderbeam pole
12m Half-wave vertical wire
dipole on 10m Spiderbeam pole
Butternut HF6V-X vertical for 10,
15, 20, 30, 40 and 80m with 18
ground radials
G3TXQ Hexbeam (by MWØJZE) 2elements on 10, 12, 15, 17 and 20m

Statistics (with thanks to Club Log www.clublog.org)
Band/Mode breakdown
Band CW

PH

RTTY Total
Breakdown by Continent

160
80
40
30
20
17
15
12
10

508
985
1802
2422
1448
2006
3433
3472
2878

0
1298
1423
0
4552
3018
5477
2040
3383

0
0
0
0
0
1181
27
8
0

Total 18954 21191 1216

508
2283
3225
2422
6000
6205
8937
5520
6261
41361

40

Continent

Total

Africa
Asia
Europe
N. America
Oceania
S. America

273
14619
14297
9668
2052
452

0.7%
35.3%
34.5%
23.4%
5.0%
1.1%

Total

41361

100%

Continent by Band

Band 160

80

40

30

20

17

15

12

10

Total

AF
AN
AS
EU
NA
OC
SA

26
0
911
360
789
191
6

34
0
1367
667
873
229
55

15
0
801
616
913
61
16

58
0
1664
2647
1317
235
79

31
0
2065
2164
1619
257
69

58
0
3400
3868
1127
400
84

20
0
2322
1358
1516
249
55

30
0
1889
2505
1376
373
88

273
0
14619
14297
9668
2052
452

2283

3225

2422

6000 6205

8937

5520

6261

41361

1
0
200
112
138
57
0

Total 508

_____________________________________________________________________

technical format, but we hams need some
„cliff face‟ comparisons where we use then
for daily use. They ALL claim to „hear
better‟, but what does that mean? And as for
DSP, well? Absence of roofing filters?
What‟s the difference? And, by the way,
show if they are really much better than
older, say, the TS-50, Icom IC-706 Mark
2G, FT-457D. I think that many would
appreciate such a comparison.

E-mail to the Editor
From 9V1FJ
Dear OM,
I wonder if in the CDXC Digest there could
be special reviews of smaller rigs like the
FT-450D, TenTec Eagle, Kenwood TS2000/-590S, Jupiter, IC-7000, etc. There
are many such reports in CQ and QST, in

73 Barry, 9V1FJ

CDXC DX Cluster
CDXC offers a members-only DX cluster which, by default, only shares your DX spots
with other CDXC members. This is designed to eliminate the downsides of spotting DX,
while still assisting other CDXC members. The day-to-day running of the CDXC
members' cluster is now being handled by Gavin, GMØGAV. Michael, G7VJR, will
continue to keep the service running and offer Gavin any help or support with the system,
while Gavin will look after members' requests for logins and passwords.
There is more information on the CDXC homepage in the Members' Pages area, which can
be accessed after logging in to the web site. The web address is: www.cdxc.org.uk/cluster.
Quite a few CDXC members have enquired about a cluster manual or walk-through guide.
There is a manual for the DXSpider software online, but a condensed version would be of
interest. If there are any DX Cluster experts reading who would like to write a short
summary of how to use the cluster and the CDXC cluster, perhaps they could contact
either Michael or Gavin?
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TY1KS - the Home of the Voodoo
Antonello Scauso, IT9YVO
The plane had just landed in Cotonou,
Benin. The „Where the heck are we going?‟
question I had asked myself seconds before
(but it was the whole team‟s question)
simply faded into obscurity, leaving room
for curiosity, needing to know more, and of
course, why not, about the challenge. To
state things simply, we were ready for a new
adventure.

drive, an overturned truck. Certainly, the
car with Franco Papa/IZ8GCE, Fabrizio
Vallefuoco/IW3SQY and Les Fabjanski/
SP3DOI onboard narrowly averted an
accident (I‟d say they had mother luck on
their side). However, we managed to
achieve our first goal, that of arriving safely
at the resort.
It was late at night. So, once the luggage
was unloaded, we couldn‟t do much more
than to get ourselves settled into our rooms.
We all agreed to meet the following
morning to start setting up the stations.

The previous days had left me with a
plethora of feelings, even contradicting
ones, maybe also a bit of anxiety, but now it
was just pure adrenaline.
To be totally honest about it, our first real
„challenge‟ was encountered at luggage
claim. The airport was a real mess, with
local people, in typical typical multi-colour
dress, frantically competing to pull
travellers‟ bags onto trolleys, in order to
secure a „tip‟.

Even if exhausted by the long journey, we
couldn‟t sleep. So we availed ourselves of
the opportunity to discuss the whole process
that got us there.
It hadn‟t been easy to get the licences.
Benin recently reorganised the issuance
procedures, which are now quite strict. The
application form (if you‟re determined to do
things „as instructed‟) is quite technical and
detailed. If any data are missing, the
application doesn‟t get processed. Our
friend Serge Koujo, working for Benin at
ITU, was crucial in helping us procure the
necessary licences.

Considering the number (and the weight) of
our baggage, the operation took a while, but
once we had everything and proceeded
through customs, we were able to say that
we were finally in Benin.
Even the next step of our adventure required
no small amount of effort, requiring a good
hour to be accomplished. Two drivers
managed to solve a real puzzle, that of
stuffing us and our huge compliment of
luggage into two cars. Giorgio Minguzzi,
IZ4AKS,
and
Fabrizio
Vallefuoco,
IW3SQY, kept the suitcases containing the
K3s at their feet to avoid any potential
damage during the two-hour scheduled
journey.

Well, morning came. And after our first
briefing during breakfast we started setting
up stations and putting antennas in the air.
In a short while, thanks to Franco Papa/
IZ8CGE, the first Spiderbeam and the 30m
vertical were up. Two stations immediately
hit the airwaves on 15m SSB and 30m CW.
After just a few minutes the pile-up began to
grow dramatically, while the rest of the
team continued with antenna installation.
Our first idea was that of a „holiday style‟
DXpedition, without hard shifts and things
like that… however, thanks to a
spontaneous team spirit we then wanted
everybody to be on the air in as short as

Reaching Grand Popò was quite a feat in
itself. The only existing road was traversed
by our driver at high speed and in the
darkness of night, punctuated with jolts,
„last minute‟ detours and local police
checkpoints. We also noticed, during the
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possible time frame while giving us the
greatest potential in maximising our efforts.
The location we chose was situated just a
few dozen metres from the ocean, which
greatly enhanced our performance from the
outset.

we briefly hit the airwaves as 5V7KS.
Crossing the border to Togo was an intense
experience as we could, even more than in
Benin, witness the problems the third world
has to deal with on a regular basis. Some
hours later the team was reunited again.
Between jokes, a few laughs and additional
QSOs, the TY1KS adventure continued.

Shortly thereafter we mounted the second
spider and completed the set-up. The two
phased verticals for 40m worked great.
During the first few nights of operation we
were able to log numerous stations from
North America, especially from the west
coast.

At 1211 UTC, August 15th, the last of the
three stations on the air shut down. Not
without a strong sense of emotion, Salvador
Carol Tafal, C31CT, passed the last „five by
nine‟ report, while the whole team
applauded QSO # 28,803.

The resort owner had a problem with our 80
and 160m antennas. But in the end we
found another solution, allowing us to
install these additional radiators and
Beverage antennas.

We then tore everything down and after
packing up the equipment we waited for our
transportation due to bring us back to the
airport. First things first, however - raising
the glass to TY1KS was a must, and the
bottle of champagne provided by Salvador
was a special one.

The only problem we hadn‟t been able to
manage during the course of the entire
DXpedition was that of the Internet
connection, demonstrating once again how
things that look trivial to us just aren't so in
Africa. The resort offered a connection, but
only for a few hours in the morning and it
was really slow and unreliable. After a
couple days we tried to look for an
alternative, buying an Internet key with a
local SIM card. The result was completely
unsatisfactory. The connection was as slow
as ever, especially when trying to send out
log updates.

The trip back to Cotonou was suspenseful at
best. As with „Beninese‟ custom, speeding
was constant, and this - along with a
slippery road and the vehicles used provided an explosive combination.
We didn‟t feel as if ten days had passed
since our arrival there. We took a good look
at the landscape along the way. With a
sense of curiosity and certainly charmed by
what we were seeing, we took a lot of
pictures and shot a lot of videos (this was
simply impossible during the previous drive,
in complete darkness).

Nevertheless, with just this hiccup,
operations went on in a positive fashion.
The size of our logs grew ever increasingly.

The drive took a couple of hours.
Somewhere in the vicinity of the airport we
stopped to buy a few souvenirs and get a
Coke. All this aside, the true memory will
be the experience we lived. That will remain
with us forever.

Having been silent on HF for the first few
days (due to a geomagnetic storm), the 6m
band rewarded us with some openings,
allowing us to work quite a number of
European (and other) stations. This
particular circumstance was greeted with a
triumphant sense of jubilation by the whole
team.

However, the adventure was not over yet.
Some over-zealous officials gave us a hard
time at baggage check. We risked missing
our plane. And it was only thanks to the

On the 12th of August some of us (SP3DOI,
IZ4AKS and IT9YVO) went to Togo, where
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very good French spoken by Fabrizio that,
in the end, we made it to our seats.

at nearly 29,000 QSOs, with 11,400
uniques. This means we managed to give a
„new one‟ to a lot of operators from 150
different countries.

Just over a month has passed since returning
home and our minds are still alive with
sights and emotions hard to express.
Referring to this experience merely in terms
of a „DXpedition‟ simply doesn't convey the
full impact of our adventure. It had truly
been the experience of a lifetime. Hamwise, things went exceptionally. We ended

The team, even though it was its first time
working together, worked well and
harmoniously. Our relationships go deeper
than radio. And when in Paris, before
heading off to our respective destinations,
we all asked each other: “Where next?”

Photos: http://www.flickr.com/photos/iz4aks/sets/72157627448694324/detail/
Website: www.dxcoffee.com/ty1ks
_____________________________________________________________________

So what’s this ‘DXpedition’ thing?
Kevin Haworth, MØTNX
I‟ve always wanted to be involved in
DXpeditions, but money and free time
always seem to get in the way. Sure, I could
leave work and go thousands in debt, but the
XYL won‟t hack me swanning it on some
island whilst she eats beans on toast! [And I
must say I can’t blame her! Ed.] As an SWL
some 30 years ago I was fascinated hearing
exotic callsigns and the ensuing pile ups on
an old FRG-7. I was still new to radio and
was amazed that so many people wanted to
speak with someone on a strip of beach in
the Indian Ocean. Little did I know that it
would become a passion of mine in later
years.

Mini-activations, something within the UK
that would be interesting to other amateurs
worldwide. Don‟t get me wrong, the two
events took around six months of planning
and meetings, a few hours in phone calls
and a lot of worry. „Never underestimate‟
was soon to become my mantra.
It can‟t be hard though, can it? Just pull up
on an island, stick an antenna up and work
the world? Wrong.
Being a huge wildlife and nature fan, and
knowing the owners of some hefty estates, I
was well aware of the problem of trespass,
the bad feeling it can bring, and also the
damage it can do to our hobby. My first
concern
was
to
establish
written
permissions, ensure that if anyone came and
wanted to know what was happening, I had
the written permission to do it. The two
islands we activated, Lindisfarne and
Hilbre, are both very sensitive areas; they
need special care and consideration. I took
time to get to know the people granting
authority, I took magazines and other

The inspiration came whilst talking to a
couple of friends, Lee/GØDBE and Ron/
G4DIY. The seasoned campaigners amongst
CDXC will recognise the calls and names
immediately, but for newcomers like
myself, to understand what these guys have
achieved is something special. I wanted to
do something special around my 44th
birthday, something that would give me an
insight into just what went on with a
DXpedition. I started to plan a couple of
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literature to them to show that it wasn‟t
some half-baked idea..

That brings me onto operating. Do your
homework on where you want to target,
what time of the day and what band is best
for them, then choose the antenna that will
give you the best results. The other thing
that people seem to think is that being an
activation or DXpedition all you want to
work is DX.. Your bread and butter should
be your first priority, this (in UK terms)
would be EU. Sure they can be a zoo, but at
1400 local when there is sparse DX about, a
pile up from EU can make all the difference.

Once permissions were granted, and we had
a definite timescale to work to, I started to
secure the two callsigns. This is done (if you
are a full licence holder only) by contacting
Ofcom and establishing what was available.
I found Ofcom very friendly and helpful,
and have now built up a rapport with the
issuing officer. This can be very useful.
After the paperwork was sent (always use a
signed-for service) I waited for confirmation
and was rewarded with the papers needed
about six weeks later. Both calls I had
applied for were granted.

Choose your bands carefully, always go
where there will be most stations. I am still
quite new to operating a pile up, but the
advice I have listened to is spot on, and I
hope I can make it clear for you to use.
Always be firm, but polite. If you find the
pile-up is growing into a monster, slow it
down by asking for full calls only. Every 15
calls or so ask EU (assuming you are
working through and EU pile-up!) to stand
by, ask for any QRP stations, then mobile,
then portable. Finally, ask for any DX
outside EU.. Never, ever leave it too long to
go back to EU, as they are your mainstay,
when you do go back, remember to give
your callsign, why you are activating, where
you are, and thank them for their patience.
Always have an assertive operator on the
microphone; someone who is timid will let
the pile-up get out of control. One last thing,
only go split as a last resort. [Are you sure
about this? Ed.] Two main reasons, a) it
slows the QSO rate, b) it takes up lots of
bandwidth. Only go split if you have to and
you are confident in being able to operate
your station well.

Next was to secure the services of a QSL
manager. Charles, MØOXO, was kind
enough to voluntee his expertise and
knowledge, along with the QSL card service
he is an agent for were the perfect package.
Never underestimate the importance of a
good QSL manager.
Onto the equipment. Planning and
knowledge of the area you are setting up on
can make the difference between a success
and a complete failure, it is a very fine line.
The only way to field-test anything is in the
field. Don‟t expect to go out on activation
with a piece of wire and be 59+20 on every
band into every continent. The main thing is
to test your equipment in a harsh
environment. If it fails, look at why it failed
and then engineer it stronger, then throw it
in the bin and make it twice as strong again.
Take your radios, power supplies,
amplifiers, tuners etc. and go out in the field
and work them hard. Get a special event
callsign and use it, ask local museums,
places of interest, visitor centres if you can
give them some free publicity. Always give
them something back, as they are ultimately
helping you. Work together as a team, note
each individual‟s strengths, weaknesses and
foibles. I will guarantee that, when on an
activation, at some point tempers will fray
slightly, but knowing each other well can
help you overcome this.

Another thing learned is that EU band plans
aren‟t the same as, say, the one in the USA.
A little bit of homework here can gain you
many more contacts; it goes back to
knowing your propagation.
I could go on writing for ages about the
things I have learned, but I understand that
the Editor has space constraints; I hope he
will invite me to write a conclusion. Why
have I done this? I am passionate about our
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hobby. I‟m also passionate about
organisations like CDXC who want to push
new activators like you and me forward. I
would love to hear you out there working

the pile-ups and getting that same „Wow!‟
factor I get when the hoards scream back at
you.
Kev, MØTNX

_____________________________________________________________________________

40m - it’s just like a brand-new band!
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
With the previous restricted bandwidth on
40m, this meant that SSB operators during
CQ WW Contests would sometimes end up
inadvertently stepping on the toes of CW
operators as they transmitted ever lower in
the band on SSB. USA stations would be
listening (cross-band) on a specified
frequency within the CW portion of the
band. Caribbean stations might even be
working SSB simplex deep into the CW
section.

My ears are still hurting. After a whole
weekend using a boom-mike head-set doing
single-band on 40m in the CQ WW SSB
Contest, it‟s just great to take off the headset
and let your ears spring back into shape.
So what‟s happened to 40m in recent years?
Until recently 40m was just a cramped 100
kHz slither of spectrum, home to CW in the
lower 30 kHz, with a 10 kHz slice for
RTTY/digi and with the top 60 kHz for
SSB. But with the addition of a brand-new
100 kHz slice (7.1 - 7.2 MHz) in Region 1,
the whole face of 40m has been totally
transformed. And probably no more so than
during the annual CQ WW SSB Contest.

Despite the various post-contest howls of
protest from some offended CW operators,
there was a degree of tolerance whereby for
this one weekend of major global SSB
activity, there was an accepted degree of
flexibility in the voluntary bandplan. And
quite sensibly so.

Whether you love contests or loath contests,
the CQ WW SSB Contest during the last
weekend of October is the largest single
global event in the amateur radio calendar.
Who knows for sure, but there are probably
upwards of 50,000 people taking part in one
way or another.

Bandplan flexibility
The same phenomenon (which might be
termed „rational bandplan flexibility‟) can
be seen in major events on other modes.
During the highly popular CQ WW RTTY
contest in September the sheer volume of
traffic results in RTTY stations edging up
into the lower parts of the SSB sub-bands.
Even during major CW contests you will
find CW stations seeking a quieter spot in
the nether regions of the „phone band‟.

Regional differences
However, in the past - because of
differences in the 40m frequency allocations
between different ITU regions, 40m SSB
QSOs between Europe and the USA (and
some Caribbean) stations used to be „crossband‟ within the same 40m band, with the
Region 2 USA stations transmitting above
7.2 MHz and listening for Region 1
Europeans in the lower end of the band.

However, with the recent major band
expansion, these problems have been largely
resolved on 40m. Within Region 1 the CW
and Digi modes have been expanded.
According to the IARU website 40m is now
exclusively CW up to 7.040 MHz and Digi
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a „listening frequency‟ lower in the band for
replies from Europeans and others.

modes from 7.040 to 7.060 MHz, with SSB
from 7.060 to 7.200 MHz. This means that
during CQ WW SSB Contests any
encroachment by SSB stations moving
lower in the 40m band was mainly into the
new Digi band at 7.040-7.060 MHz rather
than into the CW band lower down.

Above 7.2 MHz: a no-go area
Although the frequencies above 7.2 MHz
are a definite no-go area for Region 1
stations, during CQ WW SSB you could
hear no end of European stations (yes, OK,
mainly - but not exclusively - Italian
stations) making simplex QSOs above 7.2
MHz. This would typically happen where a
Caribbean station was running a simplex
pile-up working USA stations above 7.2
MHz and you would hear one or two out-ofband European stations calling too.

This year some „listening frequencies‟ being
specified by USA stations calling CQ were
occasionally as low as 7.030 MHz.
However, nothing lower than this was
heard. In previous CQ WW SSB Contests
the occasional Caribbean station was to be
heard running a simplex SSB pile-up as low
as 7.010 MHz, much to the understandable
irritation of some telegraphy aficionados.

Even though the band 7.1 to 7.2 MHz has
been cleared of broadcasters, there are still
some broadcasters using the band-edge
frequency of 7.200 MHz. This means that if
you are trying to sneak in at the very top end
of the 40m band (eg 7.199.5 MHz) in order
to try to maintain a relatively clear CQing
frequency (remembering that with LSB on
40m, it is the stations who park themselves
slightly higher in frequency than you that
cause the most QRM), you can be in for a
nasty surprise as one of the high-power AM
broadcasters on 7.200 MHz starts up their
transmitters over you!

Thanks to the newly expanded 40m band
any significant encroachment by SSB
stations on the CW portion of the band
appears to be a thing of the past. However
the new „grey area‟ is at the upper end of the
new 7.040-7.060 MHz Digi band. There
was quite a bit of SSB activity in this part of
the spectrum during this year‟s CQ WW
SSB Contest, although it was not at the
same density as above 7.060 MHz.
Broadcasters cleared out
The great leap forward on 40m has, of
course, been the clearing out of most of the
broadcast stations in the new band for
Region 1: 7.1 - 7.2 MHz. During this year‟s
CQ WW SSB this new part of the band was
choc-a-bloc with contesters. If there were
any recalcitrant broadcasters still operating
in this part of the spectrum they weren‟t
being heard above the contesters‟ own din!

Doing a full-time single-band entry in a
major contest is often described as „living
the band‟. You see it come and go
throughout the full 48 hours. Despite the
continued earache from the boom-mike
head-set, I am only glad that I‟ve been able
to live 40m this past weekend, and discover
what a fantastic new band we have since it
has doubled in size for us all in Region 1.

The third slice of the 40m band from 7.2 to
7.3 MHz is only available in certain parts of
the world (and specifically not in Region 1),
but is still on a shared basis with
broadcasters. During the CQ WW SSB
contest many large USA stations were
calling CQ above 7.2 MHz while specifying
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Workshop Tips and Techniques
7. Antenna tuners
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP

Antenna tuners or ATUs or transmatches or
aerial couplers – they are all the same thing.
There are definitely two schools of thought.
One is „I only use resonant antennas, so I
don‟t need a tuner‟, which is of course,
patently rubbish, since an antenna can be
resonant, ie have a resistive feedpoint and
still offer an impedance far away from that
which the transmitter wishes to see. The
other is that ‟I always use an XYZ
electronics tuner, and it works fine‟. Which
it may do, but on the other hand there may
well be a lot of loss. Another complication
arises from the use of a balun.

is now good for 600 volts peak! So if you
are building a tuner, watch where you get
vacuum variables from. If you use a
balanced antenna, such as a centre-fed
doublet (which doesn‟t have to be a
resonant length to work, despite what the
pundits might tell you), a balanced tuner is
the best approach. Some people go for a
balun on the output of a single-ended tuner,
and indeed many commercial tuners go
down that route.
So consider the situation on say 80m, where
the open wire or window line fed doublet
has a high feed impedance – let‟s say 600
ohms. Let‟s even assume that it‟s balanced
with 300 ohms to earth each side – which is
often a big assumption in practice. Now a
current balun relies on the common mode
impedance (the inductance of either wire) to
be enough that the current flowing to earth
is negligible compared with the current in
the antenna. So let‟s say we need ten times
the feed impedance of one side to ground, or
3,000 ohms. How much inductance is that?
On 80m CW it‟s 136 microhenries! What
happens if it‟s too small? A lot of „common
mode‟ current flows and the balun may well
get very hot, with the ferrite saturating and
all sort of nasty things occurring.

The purpose of the tuner is to transform the
antenna feed impedance to, usually, 50
Ohms resistive. The simplest method of
doing this is the L network, but it can
require rather awkward values if a „match
anything‟ tuner is required. The automatic
tuners tend to get around this by switching
from a capacitor across the input to earth to
a capacitor across the output to earth, but
even so, there are some impedances that are
out of range.
Another problem is the situation where the
antenna is a near- resonant half-wave with
very high input impedance – possibly as
much as 3 or 4,000 Ohms. Something over
1,200 volts RMS is now present, and with
some reactance it can be even higher,
meaning problems for relays. Some
antennas, such as my folded unipole
vertical, are such an example: the resistive
and reactive components are such that on
160m, the feed voltage is around 4 kV and
the current around 5 amps. The L match
tuner for that uses a vacuum variable: first
attempts had a beautiful glow from the
capacitor: it‟s rated at 40 amps at 10kV, but
is unfortunately missing a lot of vacuum and

Another approach, decried by some, is to
put the balun on the input side of the tuner.
It‟s decried because the tuner isn‟t balanced
and the stray capacity to earth will lead to
unbalance. If we have 300 ohms to earth on
the antenna on 28 MHz, we need a stray
capacity to earth of under 1.5pF to meet the
„10% criteria‟. With the modern automatic
couplers the option of the input balun may
not even exist, because of commonality of
the coax feed with the DC control.
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So the simple L network or even the more
complicated but wider range T network
tuners have problems feeding balanced
feeders over the whole HF range using
baluns.

old 100W marine installations, but certainly
the set-up should be such that high voltage
RF parts are not readily touchable. Another
advantage of the remote tuner.
What is OK without an amplifier is quite
easily marginal or inadequate at QRO,
especially with random wire or multiband
non-trapped doublets. However, don‟t run
away with the idea that QRP means that
these considerations don‟t apply – if you
lose the power in the balun or a poor tuner,
with high power you may well know about
it very quickly. With QRP, you just know
frustration, as there‟s little RF to begin with
and even less radiated!

Incidentally, the popular T match tuners can
often be adjusted for a good input SWR and
no output, with all the power going to heat
the components. All of which is why I
prefer the very old fashioned balanced tuned
circuit-type coupler in all the ARRL
handbooks up until the 1980s, and even
after. Of course automatic and or remote
operation becomes more difficult: my
approach to this – which probably very few
people can do – is to have the tuners
remotely controlled and placed in a suitable
housing – in my case the „ATU shed‟ which
also provides storage for antenna materials.
The garage has been used too. By using
motors rather than digital switching – think
of the relay ratings at high power – remote
tuning and antenna switching is possible. It
is even possible to make an analogue
automated system, although that gets
complicated if more than one motor is
involved. A digital automatic control would
be easy to implement if one has some skill
with PIC processors, and just maybe, one
day I‟ll try learning about how to program
them.

My approach is to measure the antenna
feedpoint impedance over the band and
design a matching network accordingly.
Having an RF bridge that measures
balanced loads is a great advantage here; the
fact it only cost £5 at the RSGB Alexandra
Palace event in 1984 is a double jackpot
prize!
So it‟s worth stopping and thinking a bit
before splashing out on a tuner. It might
actually be practical to build one cheaply –
the cheapest I ever had cost a total of 9d (9
old pennies – just under 4p) covered 10 to
80m with random wire antennas and
withstood 100W. That 9d, by the way, was
also half a pint of best bitter at the time –
although I never dealt in such vulgar
fractions as half pints!

Another balanced tuner is the Z match. It
does give a balanced output, but as the
working Q depends on the antenna feed
impedance, it can have problems with
circulating currents heating coils and
voltages causing flash-over in capacitors. At
full power, with some antennas, it can be
very lossy.
Especially if one is going to be running
power on the LF Bands (and I‟ve been
rebuilding the amplifier since 2006 – best
not to rush these things!) thought needs to
be given to the voltage and current on the
output. One doesn‟t need quite to go to the
¼-inch diameter copper tube seen on some
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IOTA News

Assistance required
The software upgrade to the IOTA website award application module was satisfactorily
demonstrated at the RSGB Convention and remains on target to be rolled out in Spring 2012.
Other parts of the major upgrade continue to suffer from the absence of skilled assistance in the
UK, despite pleas for help. If it cannot be found in the UK where the roots of the IOTA
programme saw first light, the Committee will have no option but to seek such assistance
overseas. This will unfortunately be one further bit of programme management which will go
overseas for want of home support.
From the RSGB IOTA website in October
1. Funding for Operations from Rare IOTA Groups
With the 50th Anniversary IOTA Marathon starting in January, it would be great if we
could get together a list of organisations who would be prepared in principle to help fund
operations from the rarer IOTA groups during this two-year period. Without lots of
operations from this tier of IOTA groups the Marathon will not achieve the success it
deserves. For this purpose we have decided that „rarer IOTA groups‟ means groups
worked by less than 33% of record holders at the start of Day 1 of the operation. Would
DX funding bodies and individuals who are prepared to contribute to this two-year IOTA
initiative please let me know on g3kma@dsl.pipex.com. The intention is that grants
would be made directly by contributors to the operation involved as is current usual
practice, not through the IOTA Committee. However, if we get a good response, we will
consider providing some additional funding from a source of funds available to the
IOTA Committee.
2. Retention of EU-155 in IOTA list in doubt
The IOTA Manager was informed at Ham Radio 2011 Friedrichshafen that the two
barrier islands listed as qualifying for EU-155, Baron and Scanno di Piallazza, no longer
exist. Authoritative information has now been provided by a local operator to show this
probably to be the case. It is worth noting that the Po Delta is a remarkably fragile
natural environment with barrier reefs, as and when they occur, subject to change by tide
and storm. IOTA rules require that, in the absence of qualifying islands, the group
concerned should be suppressed. One final check will be made on the latest satellite
pictures expected shortly following which a decision will be taken and a notice issued. In
the meantime no new operations claiming to take place from EU-155 will be regarded as
qualifying for credit.
Annual Update
A reminder that the time is fast coming around again for sending in an update for the annual
listings. To be sure to be listed you need to have updated since February 2007 and the next
deadline is the end of January.
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Check the rsgbiota.org website for details of the new UK checkpoints as yours may have
changed.
IOTA Marathon
Are you ready for the IOTA Marathon starting on 1 January? Full details were published in the
May 2011 Digest (with a small amendment in the July issue).
Update of data in IOTA Directory (2011 edition)
Operations which have provided acceptable validation material
AF-068
AF-068
AF-068
AF-068
AF-068

5C2B
5C2J
5C2P
5C2S
CN8QY/P

Herne Island (September 2011)
Herne Island (September 2011)
Herne Island (September 2011)
Herne Island (September 2011)
Herne Island (September 2011)

EU-189

MM0RAI/P

Isle of Rockall (October 2011)

OC-232
OC-239
OC-239

4W6A
Atauro Island (September 2011)
YB9WZJ/P Doom Island (October 2011)
YB0MWM/9 Doom Island (October 2011)

SA-045
SA-045

PQ8OP
PQ8XB

Parazinho Island (August 2011)
Parazinho Island (August 2011)

This list includes operations where validation material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given. In all cases, cards now submitted will be accepted by
Checkpoints if they meet normal standards. This means that the island name should be printed
on the card.
Roger Balister, G3KMA
RSGB IOTA Manager
31 October 2011

CDXC Reflector Co-Moderator
Dave Sergeant, G3YMC, has agreed to co-moderate the CDXC Reflector with me from
now on. This worked well while we were at T32C, and it's a good insurance policy in
case anything unexpected happens. Applications will get dealt with quicker, and we can
compare notes if there is any nonsense.
73 Mark, G4AXX
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The RTTY Column
Roger Cooke, G3LDI

T32C

This also applies to tail-enders, a dreadful
practice. Tail-ending the DX station only
makes a rod for his own back, encouraging
calling at any stage of a QSO.

Well, I was wrong about propagation. We
had a huge increase in the SFI, and it was
almost too good to be true, like Christmas
come early. Ten and 15m just like the old
days (if you are old enough, you will know
what I mean). It was just like being a child
in a sweetshop, rushing from one DX station
to another, fearing that the propagation
would suddenly switch off. When T32C
started on 20m CW, I could not believe their
signal strength, or how long they were
audible for. I listened to them on 20m CW
the first day they came on the air, from
around 0730 until midday, still audible but
fading by then.

My personal anecdotes
Running with no linear in a pile-up is
difficult at best, so I adopted the tactic I
described in my last column. I found the
bulk of the pile-up and then went to the
nearest clear frequency above it. It worked
twice for me, on 40m and again on 12m. I
was quite chuffed with that result. However,
they seemed reticent to use RTTY on the
other bands, preferring to stay on SSB,
where they were running for an all-time
record. That‟s fine, but when you sit there
listening to them calling CQ with few
takers, it seems an awful waste of time,
especially when you can hear propagation
going down.

The bad news about the loss of all their
gear, sitting in a broken-down ship
somewhere in the Pacific, seemed almost
irrelevant. The pile-ups were huge and it
was difficult to resist calling at the very
start.

I was listening to this on 15m and hearing
nobody responding I just dropped in a
question “Any RTTY tonight?” To my
delight he came back straight away with,
“Yes, we can do RTTY now. I will call you
on 21.079”. He did, with the usual “T32C
up”. I called him up about 3 and nothing. He
had disappeared. I checked on the second
receiver and he was there on my frequency.
So, I called him, again up 3, as requested,
again nothing. This went on for about five
minutes. We were chasing each other
around. Finally he called again on 21.079
and I responded on his frequency, ignoring
the “T32C up” and he worked me. He had
forgotten to put the shift in!

I was keeping my fingers crossed that,
without a linear, I would be able to work
them on RTTY. It was some time before
they tried that mode, spending more time on
CW and SSB, understandably. However,
when they did eventually use RTTY, the
pile-ups were even larger. Listening to just
the pile-up, it sounded like somebody
switching something on and off, producing
this awful noise. Of course, there were the
usual lids who insist on calling regardless of
any consideration for the station being
worked. However, I was very pleased to see
that once a part of a call had been received
by T32C, he stuck with that until the baying
pack shut up. This is the only way to treat
such people. It would be so easy to discard
that partially received, probably weaker,
station and go on to a louder inconsiderate
lid. That would only encourage the rest to
behave in the same way.

The same thing happened on 12m, calling
on SSB and asking if any RTTY was
planned. He went there when SSB ran dry
and I called him on his frequency this time.
Strangely enough, even though it was a
different operator, he too forgot the shift,
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but didn‟t realise it until I told him he had
no shift! I found this really satisfying. I
tried on the last evening to persuade the
10m op to QSY to RTTY, but no success
this time. Each time on 10m, by the time
they went to RTTY the band had died, so I
missed that slot. However, I am well
pleased to end up with a total of 18 slots,
especially with 100W.

The 10m RTTY Contest is sponsored by
rttycontesting.com and Muns Vineyard. It
will be held on Sunday of the first full
weekend in December immediately
following the TARA RTTY. This year the
contest will be held on December 4. This is
a 24-hour RTTY contest with no required
rest periods. The full rules can be found at
www.rttycontesting.com/the10meterrttycont
est/rules.html

The only other real surprise was on CW. On
Sunday evening I tuned onto his CW signal
on 12m, loud with an enormous pile-up.
Sunday evenings is for phoning son and
daughter, so I thought I would give it just
ten minutes only. I set up the second VFO,
and just twiddled the dial up about 3. I
called and he came straight back to me!
What‟s the chance of that happening?

Briefly
however:
100W
output
maximum. Only one transmitted signal is
permitted at any time. You may operate for
the entire 24 hours. Spotting assistance is
allowed, including Packetcluster and RTTY
Skimmer. Self-spotting is not allowed.
Exchange - DX: RST + consecutive serial
number, starting with 001.

I am looking forward to reading the reports,
watching the video, and hearing all the postexpedition discussion. I think they did a
superb job in view of the difficult
circumstances. I bet there were some heavy
hearts going to T32C, but some very happy
and relieved ones coming back.

RSGB CC Contests
These start again in January, so hopefully
you are all well prepared for these short
contests, great fun, very competitive and
quite strategic with the two categories of
100W and QRP, although a debatable and
touchy subject! Update your logger, clean
the keyboard and get the NVIS antennas in
place. January is notorious for producing
great scores for some of the GM stations
and rubbish for the rest of us, but stick with
it, as it does get better!

Logging programs
Nothing to do with activities in British
Columbia, but in the 2010 CQ WW RTTY
contest a breakdown of the logging software
used across the 2,687 logs produced 65
different programs, but with N1MM coming
top by a massive amount. In fact N1MM
was used in no fewer than 1,003 logs with
MixW coming second with 348 logs.
N1MM accounted for more than all the rest
added together. I never realised there were
so many different programs around!

73 de Roger, G3LDI

We regret to record the passing of
the following CDXC member

The 10m RTTY Contest
Now that propagation has improved and
10m is open nearly every day, this could be
a very nice contest to work. Some of the
newly licensed will not have seen activity
like this on 10m at all.

G3LTV Bill Robinson
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Contest
Lee Volante, GØMTN

Welcome to the November Contest. We‟ll
be looking back at the recent Contest
University at the 2011 RSGB Convention,
and as we‟re into autumn there‟ll be some
feedback from the bigger DX contests over
the last couple of months.

discussed. It had the air of being more of a
Contest Forum. On the Sunday Q+A
session, which was concurrent with the
RSGB contest forum, the application criteria
for Short Contest Calls were discussed, as
well as the merits of seeing new contesters
being able to climb the country ranking list
on the WRTC2014 scoreboard.

CTU UK review
The RSGB Convention in October was once
again a success. Whilst a number of the
regular visitors were away at T32C, some
lectures were „standing room only‟ and it
was pleasing to see a number of new
visitors. Mark, MØDXR, had organised
another set of diverse lectures for the
Contest University stream. Alongside the
traditional lectures, the new „Contest
Exchange‟ feature was very well received.
Dubbed fondly as „Contest Speed Dating‟, a
number of station hosts brought details of
their impressive station hardware along and
indulged in conversation with would-be
guest operators. Station hosts from many
areas of the UK were represented, including
Clive, GM3POI, who offered his station in
absentia. There was always going to be a
little trepidation with a new event of this
type, but in practice it appeared to work
very well, which bodes well for repeating
„Contest Exchange‟ in the future.

In retrospect, perhaps the RSGB Convention
is not the optimum event to reach out to
would-be or relatively inexperienced
contesters. Would a similar Q+A session, or
some of the other CTU lectures, be of
greater interest at the RSGB National
Hamfest held just the week or so before?
Contest University of course is meant to
cater to contesters of all levels of
experience, not just beginners, and the
flagship RSGB Convention is, of course,
ideal to find lots of contesters.
BARTG 75 Baud Sprint
I dropped into the September BARTG 75
Baud RTTY Sprint for a little while, as
despite reading a lot of comments about the
high-speed activity, I‟d never actually
experienced it myself. My first QSOs on
20m were remarkably fast and smooth.
Noise levels were low, and all characters
were displayed correctly. I began to think
that this really was the future of RTTY
contesting. Dropping down to 80m later, my
initial enthusiasm wore off. With the higher
noise level, many more repeats were
necessary, and my gut feeling was that the
overall rate wasn‟t that much better than
traditional 45 Baud RTTY. Of course, with
some extra refinement to filtering I may
have had more success, but there have been
some good technical explanations given
stating why the higher speed RTTY may not
be such a good idea.

As I mentioned last time, I‟d suggested that
some „Q+A‟ format sessions be tried. This
didn‟t work out exactly as I‟d envisaged, but
was hopefully useful nevertheless. As the
first session began it was a little
disconcerting to see a good number of
experienced contesters sitting in the room.
Rather than being the opportunity to give
one-to-one suggestions or advice where
needed, instead topics such as „Why are HF
contest exchanges always 59(9)?‟, „The
popularity (or not) of the Sprint format‟, and
„Are there too many Club contests?‟ were
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An alternative offered is that entrants can
vary their speed when operating on data
modes to suit propagation, or their strategy
and operating style. Whilst this sounds good
in principle, as a entrant searches around the
bands for other stations to call it will surely
slow them down if they need to manually
identify the speed, and manually change
software settings perhaps every other
contact. High rates are often achieved by
tuning across stations and hearing the tail
end of a transmission such as „xxTN
GØMTN CQ‟ and immediately pouncing.
Even if the RTTY or PSK software could
automatically change speed to match the
received tones, it would surely take some
time to detect and synchronise, and the
contester would need to wait for the next
CQ call.

suspect that some potential rule violations
could be occurring.
JARTS RTTY
The JARTS RTTY contest uses age as an
exchange, and there was some recent
analysis of a number of logs by Don,
AA5AU. Similar to what I‟d found with my
own relatively small log of a few hundred
QSOs, the average age was 57 years old,
and the age range with the greatest number
of entrants was the 60-64 group. Over time,
the average age does seem to be creeping
upwards. There is a parallel with the age
profile of RSGB members that has been
released and discussed at length recently. It
was this contest 11 years ago that a small
group of young contesters identified
themselves and then started the Worldwide
Young contesters group. Interestingly the
average age is also creeping upwards in the
WWYC!

Fair Play
The CQ WW Committee that looks after the
CQ WW DX SSB and CW contests have
been reminding all entrants to their contests
about Fair Play. The CQ-Contest e-mail
reflector has been buzzing with a lot of
comments in October about stations with
high-power amplifiers potentially using
them in violation of the contest rules, and
also about the perennially discussed
problem of unclaimed assistance.

CQ WW RTTY / SSB
Sunspot numbers and the Solar Flux index
really took off in September. At the start of
the month it was possible to work large
volumes of Japanese stations on 15m over
the All Asian DX Contest SSB weekend,
and many of the RSGB / IARU R1 SSB
Field Day stations took advantage of this.
By the time the CQ WW RTTY contest
came about near the end of September, 10m
was like „the good old days‟ with strong
inter-continental signals filling the band.
This was the first CQ WW RTTY contest in
recent years with such good propagation,
and certainly since the rapid increase in
RTTY participation over the last decade. I
operated in the Single Op All Band Low
Power category. Whilst I trust my radio to
keep working all weekend with a very high
duty cycle, I‟ve always been wary of
operating my amplifier on RTTY.

Entrants are reminded to not to carry out
significant „cleansing‟ of their log after the
event. Checking your log before you send it
in is of course a good idea. Perhaps the
wrong category has been recorded, or by a
strange quirk the log is missing reports.
Simple typographic errors could also be
corrected, perhaps. But checking all of the
logged calls against a third party database of
callsigns that were active in the contest is
not acceptable in terms of Fair Play.
Policing the issues that revolve around the
ideas of Fair Play are either difficult or
impossible for the Contest Committee to
enforce – so the intent is that contesters
themselves can use peer pressure to quietly
remind or persuade their friends to adhere to
the Fair Play message if they know or

I‟ve never found it easy to go to sleep „on
demand‟, especially before a big contest
when my mind is usually buzzing, and I‟m
already concerned about oversleeping. The
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usual plan I have, which seems to work
well, is to start the contest an hour or so late.
This normally means I‟ve been able to get
enough sleep to feel rested. Then I feel able
to carry on for 24 hours without too much
difficulty. Then early on the Sunday
morning, depending on band conditions, I
will go for another couple of hours sleep. In
the SSB and CW contests, the short 160m
enhanced conditions around dawn must not
be missed, but for the RTTY contest which
doesn‟t include operating on 160m, there is
a bit more leeway [‘Leeway’ surely being
the operative word in connection with this
particular column! Ed.]. After this second
sleep, there is normally some daylight out of
the window, and I can last until the closing
bell.

Pouncing up the band took a considerable
time.
Gerry, GIØRTN, part of the G6PZ MultiSingle team, was busy blogging updates to
the scores and highlights of the weekend.
7,000 QSOs were made in total over the 48
hours, with their claimed score of 15.7
million a new UK record. I‟m very grateful
that Gerry could share his thoughts and
enthusiasm about a CQ WW phone
weekend that will be remembered for a long
time.
CQ WW thoughts - by Gerry, GIØRTN
After a prolonged solar minimum and dire
warnings that a new Maunder Minimum
was on the way, this year‟s CQ WW SSB
contest was a relief to phone contesters who
must have feared that the years of struggling
on a crowded 20m during the day and long
low-band grinds after dark would never end.

Great conditions are certainly inspiring to
stay in the chair, and 2011 will be seen as a
vintage year for that. Whilst it was still
around 7am local time, and I was steadily
working Europeans on 40m, a quick check
on the high bands showed that there were
some workable stations on 10m, and it was
possible to call CQ on 15m and get replies.
Recently there haven‟t been many options
available in terms of operating band strategy
– but suddenly there were at least four bands
open simultaneously. I finished Saturday
with only a relative handful of QSOs on
20m. I had to find time to increase the QSO
numbers there, and also catch up on
multipliers.

Contesting old timers will undoubtedly feel
that conditions were not quite up there with
legendary WW SSB events like those of
1979, 1990 or 1999. And with the flux
hovering around 130 for much of the
contest, they are right. Propagation, while
excellent, was some way off its peak, with
true polar openings on 10 and 15m not
really present. However, despite a precontest warning of a potential CME during
the event, the K index never rose beyond 2
during the 48 hours, and was at zero for
much of Saturday. Signals received in the
UK on difficult high-latitude paths such as
those from Alaska, the South Pacific and the
Pacific Northwest were mostly beautifully
stable and surprisingly strong.

The SSB contest a month later was even
better. As I write this not even 24 hours
after the finish, the scores posted on the
3830 list, and other social media websites
show that many All Band and high band
records will be falling left, right and centre.
From the UK, from claimed scores so far,
congratulations to MWØZZK, who as
GW9T notched up 3,521 QSOs, working all
40 zones and 153 countries in just 23 hours
of operating. MØTNX operating low power
with a relatively simple antenna, made
1,800+ QSOs and again all 40 zones. There
was recorded activity from 28.3 MHz to
well above 29 MHz, so Searching and

When the log checking is finished, this
year‟s event will see the WW SSB record
books completely rewritten, with claimed
scores submitted to the 3830 contesting
rumours website that would have seemed a
fantasy at the last sunspot maximum.
Records will be shattered in every category
and every part of the world.
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This highlights the health of contesting as a
pastime, with levels of participation
continually growing even during those long
years of atrocious conditions. Unlike some
other aspects of amateur radio, contesting
continues to attract young people, especially
in multi-operator categories, including at
élite level. Sunspot maximum years have
traditionally seen the number of new
entrants to amateur radio and contesting rise
dramatically; the number of Indian and
especially Chinese stations calling in on 15
and 10m, although long heralded, will have
surprised many.

America and the high-score hotbeds of the
Caribbean and North West Africa also
recorded eye-popping scores.
With Solar Cycle 24 only just emerging out
of the foothills, the next two years‟ CQ WW
contests, much closer to the peak, could
truly re-define contesting if the solar flares
and CMEs stay away.
Gerry, GIØRTN
Post script - T32C
This Digest is likely to be filled with stories
and anecdotes from the T32C expedition.
During some part-time operating in the
JARTS RTTY contest this month, I took a
little break to try to work T32C on 20m
SSB. The signals were relatively strong, but
I was just not breaking the pile-up. As more
of a contester than a DXer, I soon went back
to working Asian stations on 10m and 15m
and considered I‟d be missing out on
working the expedition. However, on the
final weekend of the expedition, when I
wasn‟t contest operating and my mini-beam
was at it‟s stowed height of 14 ft, in the
space of a few minutes I was able to work
the team on 15m and 10m, on both CW and
SSB, without too much difficulty. Each day
during the week I‟d spent a few minutes on
my work lunchbreak reading how lots of
CDXC members had been successful in
getting through, or that „now was the best
time to call‟ whilst I was far from a radio.
Finally I had my „I was there just at the right
time‟ moment too.

With 10m and 15m wide open to the
western United States for long periods, this
was a contest that favoured those of us in
Europe‟s far west, with long runs of easily
runable W6s and 7s available on both days
to even moderately well-equipped stations. I
took part in the contest from G6PZ‟s multisingle, where 1,740 W and VE contacts on
10m alone helped power us to a score of
15.7 million. This not only nearly doubles
M1P‟s 12-year-old English multi-single
record, but it beats the mark set by GU6UW
back in 1990 comfortably enough that it will
almost certainly survive log checking as a
new UK record.
At the European level, the huge scores
claimed by TM6M in the multi-single
category from SW France, and Rhinelandbased DR1A‟s wresting of the European
multi-multi record from M6T, underlined
the advantage those of us in the west had.
But those in Scandinavia and northern
Russia, often at the wrong end of
propagation and benefiting least from the
reawakening of 10m, set remarkable scores
on the back of superb over-the-pole
openings into North America on 20m among early claims, SJ2W, OJØX, RU1A
and RL3A had particularly eye-catching
scores. Stalwarts in the Mediterranean and
Balkan areas, E7DX and IR4X, also set
personal and national records, but did not
enjoy the dominant positions they did
during the low sunspot years. North

73 Lee, GØMTN
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Not the GB2RS News




IRC or „green stamp‟. The following is a
recent example from an IW8:

UK special event stations advised to
keep it simple
Stray below 20m, 14.260 MHz, at
your peril
Special award for not giving your
callsign?

„Dear friend OM, many tanks for QSO.
Please send me as soon as possible the QSLcard, because the confirmation of your
country is very important for my DXCC
because there is only you your country for
the award DXCC.‟

Some well-meaning UK stations have been
advised to stop regaling foreigners on the air
with complicated station information. Some
highly enthusiastic GB special event station
operators can be quite good at this, such as a
GB4 station heard recently on 20 SSB
explaining in great detail to a clearly
bewildered IQØ the intricacies of the
venerable Shuttleworth Letter Telegraph or
similar. The average non-Brit can‟t possibly
understand this sort of stuff, nor would we
understand it if relayed to us in their
language.
________________________________

But no IRC or „green stamp‟. Indeed you
might not even get a self-addressed return
envelope. Presumably you are also expected
to pay for the return postage yourself.
________________________________
Also under the spotlight again: wellmeaning Russian stations who do enclose a
self-addressed return envelope… the only
problem being that the postage stamps
they‟ve stuck on the return envelope are
Russian ones, not normally valid in the UK.
________________________________

Some Russian stations have come in for
considerable criticism recently for clearly
regarding anything below 20m, 14.160
MHz, as „their part of the band‟ and a part
of the spectrum which non-Russians clearly
enter at their peril. They just come up and
transmit regardless – and it‟s to hell with
anybody who might be in their way.
________________________________

Heard recently on the air: a Mediterranean
station again hoping to attract a few callers
using the following format: “CQ, CQ, CQ.
This station...” What other station is it likely
to be? Equally strange, those people who
say, “Can I have your name for the log?” I
mean, what is the log going to do with it?
________________________________

It‟s been suggested that a special award be
given to the station heard transmitting for
the longest time without actually giving his
callsign. One likely candidate was heard
recently in a huge pile-up on 17 CW. Indeed
a good 15 minutes later he still hadn‟t given
his callsign. Presumably the common-orgarden masses were expected to look on the
DX Cluster if they wanted to find out what
it was.
________________________________

Solution to Prize Crossword 48
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In the spotlight again recently: stations who
say that they „urgently‟ need your QSL
card, but who fail to enclose the customary
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The winner of Prize Crossword 48,
September 2011: John Barber,
GW4SKA, Bryncethin.
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ACROSS
1 A top university originally launched by
company in a Mexican city (8)
5 Type of erection seen in Oslo, perhaps (6)
9 First-class wine and beer in part of Yorkshire
(8)
10 Kinky Norma's exorbitant demand (6)
12 Restaurant goer's half-hearted meal? (5)
13 Unique type (9)
14 Make lawyer relocate bath to cellar (4,2,3,3)
18 A little home in Lugano, say - not 11 (5,7)
21 Money that is about providing support for
women (9)
23 European city, say, featuring in story (5)
24 Flowers needed to keep the toilet together, we
hear? (6)
25 Pink gins mixed for the big cheeses (8)
26 Staff direction seen in Gujarat emporium (1,5)
27 Presenter who always repays his debts on
time? (8)

DOWN
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
11
15
16
17
19
20
22

Prizes belonging to a child taken into care (6)
Broadcast first-class Wagner cycle (6)
Rude snaps developed in the subway (9)
March no college boy turned out (7,5)
Wool producer turning up in a shopping centre
(5)
Non-stop walker (6-2)
Walkers who go on and on (8)
Epping or Upminster, say? There's no point in
trying to go any further than this (3,2,3,4)
Put emphasis on the moon, perhaps (9)
Means of saving musical finale penned by
Bartok for Spanish queen (8)
US city's outstanding daily medical insurance?
(3,5)
Maybe struggle again with criticism (6)
Sound bloke, one named Old Faithful (6)
Jokes written up about union leader at the start
of day (5)
Deadline for entries: 31 December
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Sale of T32C equipment at a great price!

Here‟s your chance to to grab yourself a bargain. First come, first served. All items are
offered subject to remaining unsold. Items available are:
Logging PCs
There are 20 of these laptop PCs. They are Lenovo IBM Thinkpads, Model T61 with Dual
Core 2.2 GHz Centrino processor, 14.1 inch widescreen TFT screen, 2 GB RAM, 100 GB
Hard Disk, gigabit Ethernet, CD-RW / DVD-ROM combo drive and MS Vista installed.
Each PC comes with a carrying case and PSU (without a supply plug). These PCs were
purchased at the end of July 2011 and have the benefit of the balance of a Return to Base
(RTB) 12 months UK supplier warranty.
These used PCs will be available shortly. They are priced at £200 per laptop with bag.
Carriage will be extra at cost.
MicroHam Unit – Model MICROKEYER11 microHAM M/mode USB interface
There are 15 of these units which are as new and unused. Purchased in January 2011 they
are currently in the T32C container which will return to the UK early in the New Year.
The full specification is available on Waters & Stanton‟s website at:
www.wsplc.com/acatalog/MICROKEYER11_microHAM_M_mode_USB_interface.html
Each is supplied with a cable harness suitable for the Yaesu FT-2000 / 5000 ranges. Other
harnesses are available separately through UK dealers. The current UK retail price for this
keyer with harness is £395 at W & S. Our price for a MICROKEYER II unit complete
with Yaesu harness „as new and unused‟ is just £280 plus carriage at cost. A number of
these bundles are already sold so you need to act quickly to secure one of those remaining.
Pramac Generator Model P11000 S
This is a serious piece of kit. It is a 10.6 KVA, 8,500 watts, diesel – super silenced with a
fully enclosed, Yanmar 4-stroke engine and fitted with the optional wheel trolley kit. For
full details see: www.generators.co.uk/Product/Silent/Diesel_Pramac/P11000. This unit is
currently in the container. The current dealer price is £3,820 + carriage. The FSDXA price
collected from Nevada, Portsmouth is £2,700 and we can arrange carriage at cost to any
UK location if required.
What do you do to secure your purchase(s)? Please send an e-mail to Gordon,
G3USR@btinternet.com, stating your choice(s). Gordon will respond by confirming
availability and advise payment arrangements.
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